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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X- 64975 
THE EFFECTS OF SOL l D ROCKET MOTOR EFFLUENTS ON 
SELECTED SURFACES AND SOLID PARTICLE S IZE, 
DISTRIBUTION, AND COMPOSITION FOR S!MUCATED 
SHUTTLE BOOSTER SEPARATION MOTORS 
INTRODUCTION 
The baseline configuration for  the Shuttle launch vehicle has four basic 
components : 
1. The orbiter. 
2. The externd tar-k ( ET) . 
3. Two solid rocket boosters (SRE). 
4. Sixteen separation solid rocket motors (SSRM). 
These components a r e  illusti-ated in Figure 1, a design of the Shuttle that has 
since undergone some revision. 
The 16 SSRM' s a r e  grouped in 4 batteries of 4 each. One battery of 
four is  located on the fore end of each SRB, and one battery of four i s  located 
on the aft end of each SRB. (This  is also illustrated in Figure 1. ) Therefore, 
there a r e  eight SSRM's per SRB. 
These eight SSRM' s provide the required force to separate each SRB 
from the orbiter-external tank system after they have provided the necessary 
boost to the launch vehicle. Each SSRM develops 10 430 kg ( 2 3  000 lb) of 
thrust fo r  2 seconds. 
Analysis indicated that a portion of the plumes from the forward separa-. 
tion motors would impinge on ihe orbiter and ET, while a portion of the plumes 
from the aft separation motors would impinge on the orbiter body flap snd Space 
Shuttle maiil engine (SSME) nozzle. 
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A plume impingement test program utilizing S-I1 ullage motors was 
initiated by NASA-Johnson Space Center (JSC) and supported by NASA-Marshall 
Space Flight Center (MSFC) and Rockwell International Corp. to obtain a gross  
assessment of orbiter and ET material degradation resulting from SSRM plume 
exposure. These test  firings were conducted in November 1973 a t  Arnold 
Engineering Development Center (AEDC) in the 5-4 high altitude test facility. 
The orbiter thermal protective surface (TI'S) materials experienced unac- 
ceptable damage a t  several tes t  locations. 
Concurrent with the S-I1 motor tests, activities were initiated to 
eva1uate:l 
a. Alternate SSRM orientations and thrust levels to eliminate SSRM 
plume impingement o r  reduce SSRM impingement to an acceptable level. 
b. Identify candidate SSRM propellants that minimize orbiter TPS 
material erosion and contamination. 
In support of item a ,  two candidate SSRM configurations were selected 
for continued study:l 
1. An orthogonai SSRM system incorporating two pairs of 10 250 kg 
(22 600 lb) thrust motors a t  each end of the SRB. This arrangement causes a 
minimum plume impingement environment on the orbiter nose. 
2. An inline SSRM system incorporating four 5440 kg ( 12 000 lb) thrust 
motors a t  each end of the SRB. This system results in lower system weight 
and cost but causes a more severe plume impingement environment relative to 
the orthogonal system. 
In support of ilem b, the small motor plurne/material impingement test 
ser ies  was conducted during April and May 1974 a t  the MSFC test position 
112 altitude test facility. The test motors produced approximately 230 kg (500 
lb) of thrust. The relative effect of the plumes from nine different propellant 
formulations on orbiter TPS materials [high temperatwe reusable surface 
insulation (HRSI) and reinforced carbon-carbon (Hcc) I was evaluated ( s e e  
footnote 1). 
These nine propellants permitted the relative effects of metallic exhaust 
products and high and low combustion temperatures, relative to position of the 
TPS specimens in the plume, to be determined. Four of these propellant 
formulations were selected for the large motor plume/material impingement 
1. For  details and results, contact Ivy Fossler at  JSC. 
test program conducted during July, August, and September 1974 a t  AEDC 
in the 5-4 high altitude test facility. 
In summary, there have been three test programs conducted to evaluate 
plume impingement effects on TPS materials: 
1. The plume impingement test program at  AEDC utilizing the S-LI 
ullage motors ( ~ o v e m b e r  1973). 
2. The small motor plume/material impingement test program at MSFC 
utilizing nine different propellant formulations (April and May 1974). 
3. The large motor plume/material impingement test program at AEDC 
utilizing the four selected propellants froin the small motor tests ( ~ u l y ,  August, 
and September 1974). 
The objectives in each test were to: 
1. Determine the vulnerabilicy of orbiter and ET materials located at 
various positions within the exhaust plu~nes. 
2. Determine the effects of n single SSRM plume and/or dual SSRM 
plumes on these materials. 
3. Define the SSRM plume environment at the specimen locations. 
This document describes the techniques used, data obtained, and con- 
clusions of tile analyzed data from experiments conducted by the Space Sciences 
La',--atory of MSFC to support test objective 3. 
SUMMARY 
; NO basic bodies of data were obtained from the three test se r ies  of 
solid cocicret motors. The three test ser ies  a r e  described in detail in the 
1ntroducl:on. The two bodies of data resulted from experiments assembled, 
conducted, and analyzed by personnel from the ;pace Sciences Laboratory (NASA/ 
MSFC) a-ld the Rockwell International Corp. These two bodies of data are: 
1. Data concerning solid particle size, distribution, and composition. 
2. Data concerning the opti.cal .;ffects of the generated plume environ- 
metlt on spacecraft-related surfaces. 
Data Concerning Solid Particle Size, 
Distribution, and Composition 
To investigate the source of damage to surfaces caused by rocket plume 
impini.enlent, the size, con~position, volume density, f l u  rate, e tc . ,  of con- 
stituellt p!urne particles must be found. 
Urldla such cl~aracterization i s  ideally approached by a defined general 
model for firings under various conditions, at the present time different schools 
of thought and different theoretical nlodcls exist. 
Thc. test  se r ies  described in this paper were not concerned with verifying, 
mcdifying, o - even supporting any of the proposed theoretical models, but rather 
with answeri~ig the qul stian: What environment of solid particles did the exposed 
thermal protc,ctive surlJces experience ? 
For this reason, the collection techniques were designed to see  the entire 
environme.t of solid particles that the TPS materials would see. There were 
no coverG on the TPS material to prevent the impact of solid particles that 
might .-riginate from the ignitor; therefore, there were no covers for the col- 
lect:. -a. There were no c:uloff valves on the TPS materials to prevent solid 
pai.ticles ge:~erated ir. che tail-off phase from impacting the surfaces; therefore, 
there were no cutoff valves used on the collectors. 
It is, then, quite safe to assume that the solid particles collected and 
analyzed are  repree wtative of those that impacted the TPS materials. These 
particles are not necessarily representative of solid particles predicted from 
an idealized theoretical model based on any one o r  scvcral single factors, rather 
they represent the integrated effects of all conditions that occurred in these 
specific tests. 
There are  five conclusions ieached from examination of the data: 
1. There was entrainment of solid particles from a source outside the 
rocket motor propellant and its system of combustion components. 
Supporting Evidence - A significant and comparable percentage of iron 
was detected in all analyses performed on the collected samples of rocket motor 
firings using propellants 1, 3, and 5 (none of which contain iron as an element 
of the formulation, see Table 11-1). Table 1 shows the summary of the collected 
samples. 
Possible Sources other than the propellant include the motor nozzle 
(stainless steel), the collector assembly (stainless steel), and the rusty debris 
of the chamber. 
Considering the first  possibility, is it  probable that small bits of iron 
from the motor nozzle were introduced into the plume flow, thereby resulting 
in iron being present? If this were the case, there should be evidence of 
chromium (Cr)  ,.ad nickel ( ~ i )  in significant amounts. In examining Table 1, 
it is  seen that the amount of chromium is low and there is little or no nickel. It 
is concluded, therefore, that the nozzle does not contribute a significant amount 
of solid particles to the plume and that stainless steel particles are not present. 
Considering the second possibility, i t  i s  a fact that one of the products of 
solid propellant combustion is hydrochloric acid ( H C ~ )  and that IlCl will react 
-Ah stainless steel, leaving iron as  a reaction residual. As pointed out in 
iection III, the time fro% firing to final collection ~f the solid particle sample 
was approximately 1 hour; the amount of iron from this process over this time 
would have to be small. Table 1, however, sho~vs rather large amounts of iron 
were present. It i s  suggested that the HC1 and collector assembly reaction 
could not ac~ount  for the amount of iron present. 

The possibility exists that the combination of these two factors contri- 
butes to the results of the data; however, after observing the films of the motor 
firings and the data presented in this report, it is believed that the debris of 
the chamber i s  the major contributor. 
In the films of the motor firing, the circulation and recirculatiorl of 
material is obvious, especially at  the edges of the plume flow and again a t  the 
interfaces of the sample holders. In the test  a t  MSFC, flakes of debris were 
seen floating past the window of the chamber through which the pictures were 
being taken. This coupled with the electron microscope photographs in Sections 
11 and 111 of particles collected supports the conclusion that entrainment of solid 
particles from a source outside the rocket motor propellant and i ts  system of 
combustion components does occur and is significant. The electron microscope 
pictures show irregular particles instead of smooth spherical o r  elliptical 
particles that would be present if the particles originated from the combustion 
and flow processes. 
Compare also the amount of iron for motor 6 (which contains 1 percent 
~ e ~ 0 ~ )  to the amounts for motors 1, 3, and 5. A general relationship of com- 
parable amounts is evident even though the propellant for motor 6 contains iron 
and those for 1, 3, and 5 do not. 
Another observation is that the single motor firings of motor 6 have more 
iron than the double motor firings. If the hypothesis that the iron comes from 
the propellant and motor components were correct,  then the double motor firings 
should have more than the single motor firings. Instead the reverse i s  true. 
2. Particle sizes between 1 and 10 pm peak at :, to 3pm.  
Supporting Evidence - All the size distribution plots of Sections I, 11, 
and 111 show a peak at positions between 2 and 3 pm. There a r e  peaks located 
a t  other positions in some of the plots, but these peaks shift and disappear from 
firing to firing. It i s  possible that the peaks that shift and disappear ixre charac- 
te.-'stic of the propellant and/or motor parameters, but in all cases  the major 
peak appears between 2 and 3 pm. 
3. Solid particles a r c  not a result of solidification. 
Supporting Evidence - In every photograph i t  is striking to observe the 
irregular shapes of the particles collected. Even small particles do not exhibit 
the spherical o r  even elliptical shapes that would be characteristic of molten 
material solidification in a flow field. The sides and edges of many of the 
particles a r e  smooth, indicating they have been subjected to high temperatures. 
Some of those adhering to the collector mesh show they had a molten layer a t  
the time of impact, but even then the shape i s  irregular. 
4. The flux of particles is concentrated on the outer edge of the plume 
cone. 
-
Supporting Evidence - All the graphs in Section III show more of each 
size of particle a t  upper level locations 75 and 110 (which a r e  the outer edges 
of the plume cone at those locations) than a t  other locations. 
The total mass  collected by filters in Section 111 inc1,eases from location 
0 to location 110 and then decreases, showing a total mass  concentration a t  the 
7 5  to 110 locations. 
5 .  The form of the mathematical model that would describe the rela- -
tionship between the number of particles and the diameter at any one 
location is of the form 
- b ( ~ - c ) ~  d 4lr 
y = ae + - cos [? (X  - 2.5)] + e 
X 
Supporting Evidence - All of the plots of the number of particles versus 
the diameter in Sections I, 11, and III have the shape of this equation, and a 
- ~ ( x - c ) ~  
curve of the form y = ae can be found to fit the general shape of the 
plots. 
There a r e  cyclic peaks superimposed on all of the general curves. 
Therefore, to be totally accurate, the addition of a cosine function and constant 
is necessary to produce the cyclic peaks and move the resulting curve up and 
down. This will give a general curve that will fit the data in any graph, 
including the peaks which a re  cyclic in nature. 
- ~ ( x - c ) ~  In the equation y = ae for the general shape, a i s  the maxi- 
mum value of the highest peak, b i s  the rate  of increase and decrease of the 
curve on either side of the highest peak, c i s  the diameter of the particles 
where the curve reaches a maximum, x is the diameter of the particle in 
microns, and y is the number of particles. 
All the plots show the curve maximum ( c )  occurring between 2 and 3 pm. 
Using regression analysis it i s  possible to generate an equation for  the number 
of particles a s  a function of the diameter for a given location and motor. These 
can be compared to one another and other locations. However, this analysis i s  
beyond the scope of this paper. The data a r e  presented, and the interested 
individual can perform the comparison. 
These a r e  the five conclusions reached by examination of the data 
obtained from the three test series.  The data of each test se r ies  a r e  presented 
a s  subsequent sections in this document. 
Data Concerning the Optical Effects of 
the Generated Plume Environment on 
Spacec raft-Related Su rfaces 
The optical effects of contamination of optical surfaces because of solid 
rocket motor (SRM) plume impingement were investigated during the SRM tests 
at  AEnC and MSFC in 1973.-1974. During the initial firings at  AEDC a scaled, 
simulated Shuttle cargo bay was placed in the 5-4 chamber a t  various locations; 
inside were active and passive optical contamination monitors. Results of 
these tests indicate, but do not prove, that the contamination hazard to cargo 
bay optics would be minimal. The remaining optical surface of concern i s  then 
the Shuttle windshield. 
This windshield i s  subject to loss of transnlission and optical viewing 
quality because of impingement and deposition of SRM plume constituents. 
Results of deployment of both active and passive windshield contamination 
monitors in the firings show the optical effects to be highly dependent on rocket 
motor composition and configuration of the various propellant formulations. 
Windshield optical degradation was generally less  for motor types 1, 3, and 6 .  
For any firing of one o r  more of these type motors, a 30 percent loss of trans- 
mission in the visible may be expected with some blurring of image quality 
because of scattering. 
The deposition is a conlbination of particulates lnatrixed in a cc ,rosive 
thin film. The particulate con~yonents generally have the greatcr effecL on 
image quality a s  gauged fro111 analyses of photographs. 
In general, for the latter three types of propellant formulations tested 
( 1, 3, and 6 ) ,  the degradation of windshield viewing quality is serious but not 
such as  to produce opacity. The data in the following sections show the relative 
losses in transmissivity, and several photographs a re  included to provide a 
comparison of resolution of viewing between a clean Shuttle windshield and one 
exposed to SRM plume deposits. 
SECTION I. ME PLUME IMPINGEMENT TEST PROGRAM 
AT AEDC U T I L I Z I N G  THE S - l  I ULLAGE MOTORS 
(NOVEMBER 1973) 
A. l n t r o d u c t i o n  
The Space Sciences Laboratory (SSL) at MSFC assisted in this tes t  
se r ies  under a Task Agreement. 
A task team was assembled from two separate divisions of SSL and 
several experiments were proposed by this group. David W. Jex served a s  the 
task team leader. 
The proposed experiments were broken into two primary groups. These 
two groups were: ( 1) those experiments that w o ~ l d  help define some of the 
parameters that characterize the plume and ( 2 )  those experiments that would 
enable evaluation of some of the contaminatior effects of the plume environment 
on various items of interest. Table 1-1 shows these primary experiment groups 
and the respective esperiments conducted. Also included in Table 1-1 a r e  the 
experimenters, the items investigated, and the purpose of the investigation. 
The details of each experiment a r e  ircluded in the subsections that 
follow. 
B. Particls Size Ana l ys i s  
Willa M. Russell, Jim Bozeman, and Dan Gates 
Quartz disks of 2.54 cm ( 1 in. ) diameter were mounted on the back of 
a 1 .27  cm (0.5  ~ n .  ) thick aluminum plate in the configuration shown in 
Figure I- 1. After each liring, the exposed quartz sainples were removed and 
each disk was placed in its own covered container immediately upon its removal 
from the holder. Each of the samples was photographed upon receipt a t  the 
laboratory for analysis. Copies of these photographs a r e  shewn in Figures 1-2 
through 1-9. The caption on each gives its location in the plume by bracket 
number a s  well a s  vertical height above the ilozzle ol the engine rind radial 
distance fi-om the central axis of the plume. The frosting alid decomposition of 
the disks is quite noticeable in the square area centrally located on each disk. 
This particular square pattern i s  :i result of the mounting arrangement used 
for the samples. 
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Figure 1-2. Bracket 2; vertical height, 3.05 m ( 10 It)  i ~,nrli;ll 
distance, 76.2 cm ( 3 0  in. ). 
Figure 1-3. Bracket 3; vertical height, 3.05 m ( 10 ft); radial 
distance, 96.5 cm (38 in. ). 
Figure 1-4. Bracket 4; vertical height, 3.05 m ( 10 ft) ; radial 
distance, 127 c m  ( 5 0  in . ) .  
Figure 1-5. Bracket 5; vertical height, 3.05 m ( 10 It);  radial 
distance, 157.5 c m  (62 in. ) . 
Figure 1-6. Bracket 7; vertical height, 3.05 m ( 10 ft) ; radial 
- 
distance, 254 cm ( 100 in. ) . 
Figure 1-7. Bracket 11; vertical height, 6.1 m ( 2 0  ft) ; radial 
distance, 139.7 cm ( 5 5  in. ) . 
Figure LB. Bracket 12; vertical height, 6 . 1  rn (20 ft) ; radial 
distance, 139.7 cm ( 5 5  in. ). 
Figure 1-9. Bracket Ij, ~ " ~ t f  sal height, 6 . 1  m (20 ft) ; radial, 
distance, 165. i cm (65  in. ). 
22 
Each test flat and the interior of its container, which contained matel.ia1 
collected in the recesses  of the disk, were then rinsed with ethyl alcohol and 
the liquid with suspended particles was drained off and stored in a separate 
closed bottle supplied for  each sample. The liquid was shaken to obtain a 
homogeneous mix; then, assuming one drop of liquid would be the same a s  
any other drop in relation to distribution of particle size,  a couple of drops of 
the liquid were placed on a glass flat for  analyzing under a microscope in t h ~ ,  
OMNICON system. 
The automated transmissive light microscope scanned an area of 
approximately 5000 by 5000 p m  a t  a total magnification of 400X. The software 
in the processing unit prevented overlapping of fields in the counting procedure. 
The processor counted the number of features present in the field of view having 
a maximum horizontal chord greater than a preset value specified by the opera- 
tor. The feature counts were 111ade using consecutively higher preset values 
for the horizontal chord from 2 to 100 um: in steps of 0.5 pm from 2 pm Lo 10 
pm; a step of 40 pm from 10 pm to 50 pm; and a s!ep of 50 pm from 50 pm to 
100 pm. The processor then calculated the differences in number of features 
from one size setting to the nest to determine the total number of features with 
horizontal chords in that size range. Since the maximum horizontal chord 
measurement i s  dependent on orientation of the features in the field of view 
and since the measuring disk was placed randomly on the microscope stage, 
measurements were made three separate times or each slide and the resulting 
counts were averaged. With this procedure we hoped to minimize the o.rienta- 
tion factor. Histogram plots of the averages for each sample a r e  given in 
Figures 1-10 through 1-22. 
Using the average distributions, the percentages of particles detected 
i n  the indicated size ranges for  the two firings in which we participated were 
calculated. These results a r e  given in Table 1-2 and Table 1-3. 
Next, samples of the suspension from bracket 8 and bracket 15 were 
placed on platforms and scanned under a Scannirig Electron Microscope to 
determine if features co~lcted were actually discrete particles or  flocculates/ 
agglomerates. The photographs a r e  shown in Figures 1-23 through 1-30, Tl;'? 
numbers beneath selected features signify the measurement of their horizontal 
chord in microns (pm).  The indentions observed in the background a r e  milling 
imperfections on the surface of the platform. 
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TABLE 1-3. THE PERCENTAGE OF PARTICLES BETWEEN 
SELECTED SIZE RAIJGES OF FU<IhG 2 
a. Total percentage for individual brackets may 
equal more than 100 because of roundoff e r ror .  
Particles Size 
Ranges (pm) 
2. 1 to 2.5 
2.6 to 3.0 
3. 1 to 3.5 
3.6 to 4. 0 
4 . 1  to 4.5 
4.6 to 5.0 
5 . 1  to 5.5 
5.6 to 6 .0  
6. 1 to 6.5 
6.6 to 7.0 
7 .1  to 'i. 5 
7.6 to 8.0 
8. 1 to 8.5 
8.6 t o9 .0  
9 .1  to 9.5 
9.6 to 10 
10. 1 to 50 
50.1 to 100 
Over 100 
- 
Percent:~ge cf Total Particles 
a Bracket 
5 
25 
16 
11 
5 
3 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
0.8 
6 
0 
0 
Counted 
6 
2 2 
16 
14 
8 
4 
7 
5 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0.7 
5 
0 
0 
for Each 
8 
2 1  
2 3 
17 
11 
5 
8 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
6 
0 
0 
@ Figure 1-23. Bracket 5, lOOOX .nagnificntion. 
Figure I- 2.1. HlSacliet 15, 10UUS magnification. 
40 
ORIGINAL PAGE a Figure 1-25. Bracket ti, 3000X m;ignificntion. 
OF POOR QUALm 
Figure 1-26. Bracket 8, 3000X ~nagnification. 
42 
~RTGWG PAGE 1 Figure 1-27. Bracket 8, 3000X magnification. 
OF POOR Q U A L ~  
43 
C.. 
Figure 1-20. Bracket 8, 10 OOOX magnification. 
ORTGmIS; P A ~ ~  a I-Z9* Bracket 15, lOOOX magnification. 
OF POOR wALrre 
Figure 1-30. Bracket 15, 3000X magnification. 
-. ..- .A , . . A  2 .- - --., .. -..' - .--w...-.d- dA .-.-..L .- . 
C. Chemical Analysis of Solid Rocket Effluents 
Ronald C. McNutt 
Athens College 
Athens , Alabama 
Twenty-three samples of rocket effluents were obtained from Willa 
Russell of Space Sciences Laboratory to be analyzed for iron, aluminum, and 
organic material. The samples had been deposited onto small pieces of c ir-  
cular quartz by rocket exhausts. 
The samples listed in Table 1-4 were obtained a s  alcohol slurries.  The 
samples listed in Table 1-5 were received a s  deposits on quartz and were sub- 
sequently washed off the quartz surface to form a slurry in alcohol similar to 
the Table 1-4 samples. 
The alcohol s lurr ies  were evaporated to dryness, leaving the original 
sample free of alcohol. These dry samples were than weighed. This weight 
was the basis for all percentage calculations. The dry samples in crucibles 
were placed in a muffle furnace for about 1.5  hours a t  800" C. This served 
to ignite and rernove the organic material. The samples were then reweighed, 
and the weight loss was determined. This weight loss  is, of course, indicativs 
of the amount of carbonaceous material ( hydrocarbons, etc. ) present. The 
residue from ignition containing inorganic materials was then processed for  
the determination of iron and aluminum content. 
The analyses were performed using standard colorimetric techniques, 
with a Delta Scientific Model 260 colarimeter  a able 1-6).  The results a r e  
summarized in Tables 1-4 and 1-5. 
Two samples not subjected to ig~i t ion  experimentation were selected 
in an attempt to obtain some information on organic materials present. Ten milli- 
l i ters  of this material were injected into a gas chromatograph. Figure 1-31 shows 
that a t  least five different components other than benzene were present in the 
sample. Sample No. 9 was extracted uith cyclohexane. The extract was 
examined for ultraviolet absorption. Figure 1-32 shows the observed ultra- 
violet spectra. The cyclohexanc ivas then evaporated from the sample and the 
infrared spectra were obtaineti ( ~ i g .  1-33) on the residue. There appear to be 
only C-H vibrations and a definite indication of unsaturation. In summary, the 
ultraviolei absorption indicates that some of the unsaturated components may 
be carbonyl compounds. The hulk of the organic material is probably various 
hydrocarbons with some indication of the presence of unsaturation. 
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TABLE 1-6. ALUMINUM AND IhON TESTING PROCEDURES 
Test  No. 260-31 - ALUMINUM r- 
The reagents and accessories required ar.3 a s  follows: 
R 183 Citric Acid Solution 
R- 144 Aluminon Buffer S ~ l u t i ~ i i  
R- 145 Potassium Cyanide, 1%. Stable Form 
2 105-A Flasks, Erlenmeyer, 125 ml 
1 103-A :'ylinder, Graduated, 50 ml 
2 126-A Pipettes, Mohr Measuring, 1 ml 
1 109-A Pipette, Dropping, 1 mi 
Using a No. 103-A 50 ml graduated cylinder, measure 50 ml of 
sample illto a No. 105-A 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask. 
Rinse the cylinder with aluminum-free distilled water, and prepare 
a reagent blank by measuring 50 nll of aluminum-free distilled 
water into a second 125 ml Erlgnmeyer flask. (See Note B. ) 
Using the 1 ml dropping pipette, add to each flask 1 ml of freshly 
prepared No. R- 145 potassium cyanide, 1% , and mix. Caution! 
POISON. (See Note A lo r  preparation and stability of solution. ) 
Add to each flask 1 ml of No. R-144 aluminon buffer solution and 
mix. Note the time and let  stand for exactly 30 minutes. 
Turn on the instrument :I ~ c l  rotate the filter selector to No. 520. 
Fill one KO. 260-T square 26 mm test  cell with the reagent b!ank. 
Fill a seco~ld tcst cell with the treated sample. 
Insert the test cell containing the blank into the analyzer, making 
certain that one of the frosted sides faces the front. Adjust the 
meter needle to a reading of 300. 
Repiace the blank with the test cell containing the treated sample 
and read the meter. 
Refer to the graph fgr aluminum to convert the meter reading to 
parts per  million aluminum. The Model 260 water analyzer is 
calibrated from 0 to 1. O ppm aluminum. If necessary expand the 
range a s  described in the introduction. 
Note A - To prepare potassium cyanide, I%, add 100 ml of distilled 
water to the 4 02 bottle containing the 1 gm of potassium cyanide. 
Replace the cap and sh:~lte until dissolved. Iiecol~I the date of pre- 
paration on the label and discard the unused portion after 2 weeks. 
WARNING - This solution i s  poisonous, use the No. 109-A 1 nd 
dropping pipette for measuring.  
TABLE 1-6. ( Continued) 
Note B - If the sample i s  colored o r  turbid, prep&re d blanli by .\sing 
50 ml cf the sample instead of distilled water in the procedure given 
above, except in step 3 omit the No. R-145 potassi~im cyanide, 1% 
and substitute 1 ml of No. R- 183 citric acid solution. Substitute this 
sample blank for  the reagent blank in step 9. If the sample blank is 
so highly colored o r  turbid that the insti.!iment cannot be set  to 100, 
then use distilled water a s  n blank in step 'i and read both the sample 
blank and the unknown. Convert the meter readings to ppm and sub- 
tract the value ( in  ppm) of the sample blank from the value ( in  ppm) 
of the unkn?:ln. The difference i s  the true concentrat,ion of unknown 
in the sample. 
Test No. 260-14 - IRON 
The reagents arid accessories required a r e  a s  follows: 
R- 101 Ammonium Acetate Buffer 
R-39 Hydrof:hloric Acid, concentrated 
R- 100 Hydroxyl.~rnine Iieagent 
R-63 Iron Reagent Powder 
R- 102 Phenanthroline, 0. 1% 
2 103-A Cylinder, Graduated, 50 ml 
2 105-A Flask, Erlenmeyer, 125 ml 
2 107-A Flask, Volumetric, 50 rnl 
2 110-A Pipette, Mohr Measuring, 5 ml in 1/10 rnl 
112-A Scoop 
Procedure A - Itapid dry powder method for dissolved iron, in waters 
that a r e  free of organic o r  other interferences. 
1. Measure, with n No. 103-A 50 ml graduated cylinder, 25 ml of 
filtered sample and pour into a No. 105-A 1.25 ml drlenmeyer 
flask. 
2. Add one No. 112-A scoop (approximately 380 mg) of '40. R-63 iron 
reageat powder and mix. Let stand for 5 minutes. 
3. Turn on the analyzer and rotate filter selector to No. 520. 
4. Fill one No. 260-T square 26 mm test cell with the untreated 
filtered sample, for use a s  a blank. Fill a second test cell with 
the treated sample. 
5.  Insert the test cell containing the blank !nto the analyzer, making 
certain that one of the frosted sides faces the front. Adjust the 
meter needle to 1-03. ( See Note B. ) 
TABLE 1-13. ( continued) 
G. Replace the hlank with the test cell containing the treated sample, I 
and read the meter. 
7. Refer to the graph for iron to convert the meter reading to ppm of 
iron ( ~ e )  . 
Procedure B - This i s  based on the standnrd A. P. H. A .  method, 12th 
edition, using phenanthrolilic, where t,he sample i s  treated to rc:nove 
interfering sut>siances. The snmt  calibration graph is used for both 
procedures. 
1. ( a )  For  total iron, mix the sample thoroughly and measure 50 in1 of 
mixed sample into a 125 ml E:rlenmeyer fl:~sli. 
( 1 1 )  For dissolved iron, allow t!le sample to settle, tlecant the 
supernatant, and filter, discarding the first  25 ml of filtrate. 
M e a s u ~ e  50 ml into a 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask. 
2. Simultaneously prepare a reagenl hlank by adding 50 n-11 of distilled 
water to a second 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask. ( See Note C. ) 
3. To each flask, add 2 ml of No. 1i-39 hydrochloric xcid, concen- 
I trated, and I nll of 110. R- 100 hydrosylamine reagent. I 
4. Heat both flasks to boiling o ! ~  a hot plate and reduce the \*o!ume to 
approximately 2 0  ml. (See Note A. ) 
5. Cool tu rodm temperature and transfer each to No. 107-4 5 U  rnl 
volumetric flasks. 
6.  Td each, add 10 ml of No. Ii-101 ammonium :~cetate buffer : ~ n d  3 
ml of No. IG 102 phenanthro!ine, 0. 1'10. 
7. Di!ute each flask to volt~me with distilled water and mis. Let stand 
for  5 minutes. 
8. Continue a s  directrd in Procedure A, Ixginning with s tep  3. 
9. The Model 'GO water at~alyzer is calibrated from 0 to 5 ppm ircrll. 
If necessary expand the range. The results a r e  reported i n  l)pm 
iron, either total o r  dissolved. ToLql iron i s  obtained with a mixed, 
i~nfiltered sample. Use of a filtered s:iml,le gives results in terms 
of dissolved iron only. 
Note A - If the sample contains much colol- o r  01:;:lnic m:itter, e7;aporntc 
:I 50 :n1 sample, gently ash the residue, ;~nd redissolve in 2 ml of KO. I -- 
lG39 hydrocldoric acid, concentrated. Add 1 ml of No. li- lOU hydro- 
xylamine reagent, and 5 nd of distilled \v,lter. Proceed with step 5 .  
TABLE 1-6. ( Concluded) 
Note B - If the sample blank i s  so highly co!ored o r  tclrbid that the instru- 
ment cannot be set to 100, then use distilled water a s  a blank in step 5 
and read both the sample blank and the unknown. Convert the meter 
readings to ppm and subtract the value ( in  ppm) of the sample blank 
from the value (in ppm) of the unknown. The difference i s  the true con- 
centration of unknown in the sample. 
Note C - If the sample is colored o r  turbid, prepare a blank by using 50 
ml of sample instead of distilled water in the procedure given above, 
substitute distilled water for reagents in step 6. Use the sample blank 
instead of the reagent blank in step 4. 
If the sample blank i s  so highly colored 3r turbid that the instrument 
cannot be set  to 109, then use distilled water a s  a blank in step 5 and 
read both the sample blank and ihe unknown. Convert the meter read- 
ings to ppm and subtract the value ( in  ppm) of the sample blank from 
the value ( in  ppm) of the unknown. The difference i s  the true concen- 
tration of unknown in the sample. 
Note D - Estimating F3rrous and Fer r ic  Iron. The proced*~res given 
S f  
above convert ali the iron in the sample to the f e r ro i~s  (Fe  ) form before 
the color reaction with phenanthroline. The qaantity of ferr ic  iron 
(Fe+++) present may be estimated by adding I rnl N?. R-39 hydro- 
chloric acid, concentrated, to 30 rnl  of sample in an Erlenmeyer flask, 
mixing and proceeding a t  once to step 6 in Procedure B. Continue 
without delay to step ti of Procedure B. Convert the reading obtained 
to ppm iron from the graph, and multiply by 1.2. The value obtained 
will be close to the quantity of ferrous iron originally present. Sub- 
tracting this from the total iron (determined a s  described in Procedure 
B) will give the quantity af iron originally present in the ferr ic  form. 
D. Contamination Considerations 
1 .  Construction, Orientation, and l'ositio? 3 mulated Shuttle Bav - 
David W. Jex 
A simulat.ed bay vent was built to obtain data concerning the amount of 
contamination that might be expected to enter the Shuttle bay. The modeled 
configuration was supplied by Rackwell International. Because of the time 
constraint, only aaproximately 25 percent (336 channels) of one full vent could 
be constructed. A diagram of the box i s  shown in Figure 1-34, Two quartz 
crystal microbalance (QcM) units ware to be placed inside the box for measure- 
ment of the ingested contarr.ination together with some opticai surfaces. 
During firing 1, no measurements with the QCM' s could be made because 
all of the available instrumentation lines were being used for calorimeters, 
thermocouples, and pitot tubes. However, the vent box was placed in the 
chamber oriented such that the vent openings were facing the angled deflector 
cone. It was located 24 m ( 8  ft)  below the r im  of the motor nozzle :lnd a t  a 24 
m ( 8  ft)  radial distance from the plume centerline. A diagram of the box 
orientation with respect to the plcme flow and the direction that the vent channels 
were facing i s  shown in Figure 1-35 a s  an arrow labeled 1. 
After the firing, the box was opened and a visibly larga amount of solid 
particulate material covered the bottom. After viewing t h ~  movie of the firing, 
it was evident that this material had entered the box because of the deflected 
flow field; i. e. ,  a s  the plume expanded and encountered the stand holding the 
samples at  the 3 m ( 10 ft) level, some of it was deflected s o  that it turned and 
flowed down the deflector cone. The angled deflector cone would continue to 
turn the flow s o  that it would be traveling directly into the venting channels. 
Dirt and flaking paint were abundant on the deflector cone prior to the firing 
and could be significant contributors to the contaminants that entered the box. 
Therefore, there was no analysis of the debris for  this firing because it was 
felt such an analysis would not be representative of cont~mination that could k e 
expected to enter the bay. 
For  the second firing the box was placed in the same location a s  the f i rs t  
firing, but turned 180 degrees so that the vent channels were directed toward 
an area where there was no direct Slow. The QCM' s were not used during this 
firlng because of malfunctions in the wiring circuit. The orientation afia direc- 
tion that the vc.nt channels were facing is shown in Figure 1-35 a s  an arrow 
labeled 2. 
For  the third firing the box was moved o ~ l t  o a radial distance approxi- 
mately 635 cm (250 in. ) from the centerline of the plume and approximately 
823 cm (324 in. ) above the r im of the nozzle. -?gain the vent channels were 
directed toward an area where "lere was no direct flow. A diagran of the box 
orientation with respect to the motor and plume is shown in Figure 1-36. The 
catwalk grating on which the box sat  should have provided turbulent flow con- 
ditions at  the mouth of the vent channels. 
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% 6.1 m (20 ft) SAMPLE HOLDER 
3.05 m (10 ft) SAMPLE HGLDER 1 
ANGLED DEFLECTOR CONE 
CATWALK AT 
6.1 m (20 ft) 
Figure 1-35. Box orientation and vent direction on test 
firings 1 and 2. 
ANG 1 
Figure 1-36, Box orientation and vent direction on test 
firing 3. 
The information which refers to the simulated Shuttle hay in subsections 
2 ,  3 ,  and 4 that follow is froill this configuration. The data a r e  for approxi- 
mately 25  percent of one full vent and one motor firing. Since there a r e  more 
than 14 full vents and 4 motors fired during separation, it cannot be concluded 
that there i s  no contamination problem with the present proposed venting system 
for the Shuttle vehicle without further information and/or dab. However, the 
probability of a contamination problem is low. 
2. Quartz Crystal Microbalance Measurements - Daniel B. Nisen, David W. 
Jes ,  and Thom:ls R. Edwards 
The QCM is Ijasically an active device in which particulates or  molecules 
come in contact with the surface of a thin quartz disc ( a b u t  1.2 cm in diameter 
and 0. 015 cm thiclc). This disc i s  part of a high frequency oscillator circuit 
whose frequency (nominally 10 MHZ) i s  controlled by the crystal. In this par- 
ticular application, :I thin coat of adhesive was bonded to the front and back of 
each crystal to maintain balance. When solid p~~r t icu la tes  come in contact with 
the front surface, they adhere to the adhesive and a r e  "tr:tpped." h1ass added 
to the crystal by this captive process causes a decrease in the resonant f re -  
quency, the change being proportional to the amount of mass added. Placed 
in proximity to the sensing crystal, but not being exposed to an). impncting 
mass, i s  an identical reference crystal controllitlg the frequency of another 
circirit a t  a slightly higher frequency than that of the sensing oscillator. 
The beat frequency between the two oscillators (of the order of 2 kHz)  
is the signal monitored to determine the mass change. This signal will, of 
course, vary whenever a Af i s  experienced on either crystal. A change in 
temperature will cause a change in the beat frequency a s  well a s  the mass being 
accumulated. For  this reason the temperatures of the crystals a r e  nlotlitored 
along with the beat frequency. 
Two QCM' s were placed inside a simulated bay box. One faced the 
venting c h a ~ n e l s  and was designated No. 1. The other faced in the opposite 
directim anu was designated No. 2. Figures 1-37 through 1-40 show the plots of 
mass deposition on QCM No, 1, mass deposition on QCRI No. 2 ,  ternper:~ture 
shift on QCM No. 1, and temperature shift on QChI No. 2, 1-espectively. These 
figures were generated by HL)$~ Zeanah, under the direction of Dr. Thomas 
Edwards, from a copy of the data tape made by AEDC durin:; firing .:. It will 
be noted that identical events a r e  recortled by the mass deposition signal on 
both QChI' s ,  whereas the temperature shift was not the same. It is :ilso noted 
that there i s  an uncertainty associated with the value recorded. This i s  
evidenced by the width of the line. Using the minimum value of this uncer- 
tainty ( the top edge of the l ine),  we can lrace the event in time. Correlating 
the event with the temperature shift on QChI KO. 1, wc find that the times, 
slopes, and deltas (amount of variation) a r e  almost identical. Xote, however, 
that the temperature level never really returns to the original \.ali~e, whereas 
the mass deposition not only returns to its original leire1 but increases beyond 
it. 
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Figure 1-37. Mass  deposition on QCM No. 1. 
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Figure 1-38. Mass deposition on QCM No. 2. 
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Figure 1-39. Temperature shift on QCM No. 1. 
Figure 1-40, Temperature s h i f t  on QCM No. 2. 
Assuming that: ( a )  the rate  of increase in temperature is ciirectly 
correlated to a rate  of increase in the beat frequency, ( b )  a t  any equilibrium 
temperature the crystals will have a characteristic beat frequency, and ( c )  
there i s  a direct correlation between the temperature and the beat frequency, 
we can interrupt the results of the graphs to indicate an actual deposition of 
mass. 
The det;osition of mass indicated by both QCM' s is between 5 x 
gm/cm2 and 1.58 rc 10'* ,gn/cm2. The surfaces of both qCM' s were examined 
by Dan Gate6 with a scanning electron microscope to s ee  if there were indeed 
Solid particulates adhering to the adhesive on the surface of the exposed QCM. 
Figure 1-41 shows some of the solid particles observed. It will be noted that 
they do resemble some of the particles shown in section I. B. 
It is c;oncluded that a mass between 5 x gm/cru%nd 1.58 x lo-' 
gm/cm2 was ingested into the simulated bay box approximately G s after the 
ignition of the rocket motor. 
3. Ultraviolet Optical Effects - Roger C. Linton and Coy W. hIattox 
a. Introduction. To assess  the contamination hazard of Shuttle rocket 
plume impingement on critical optical surfaces, two different approaches were 
employed. An active monitor, the transmissometer, functioned throughout the 
active test sequence and provided a measure of the degradation to the Shuttle 
windshield. Passive sample beds included various optical surfaces that were 
tiepioyed throughout the 5-4 chamber during tests, including a simulated Shuttle 
cargo bay with open vents. The measured effects of plume impingement on 
these aptical surfaces would be expected to be al~plicable to optical instruments 
o r  experiments to be carried in a flight Shuttle cargo bay. Samples, including 
windshield materials, were deployed at various radial and height locations in 
the 5-4 chamber during the three firings in lhe fall of 1973. 
b. The Transmissometer. The transmissameter ia a device that 
measures the transmittance of a rotating sample in the ne;ir ultraviolet (uv) .  
A CsI  phcrodiode detector is positioned to view a restricted cone of light from 
a Pen-Ray m e r c u q  lamp. The ratio of the recorded intensities when the sample 
is rotated into and out of the light beam is the sample transmittance. Normally, 
the transmissometer employs a narrow-band filter before the photodiode to 
restrict  the measured wavelength to 253.6 nm ( 2536 k ). Using the Shuttle 
windshield material a s  a sample with its very low transmittance a t  this wave- 
length, the filter was removed and the t~ansrnissometer moni tor~d  the average 
of the mercury lines at  296.7 nm (2967 4 ) and 312.6 nm ( 3126 A ) . The spec- 
tral sensitivity of the photodiode precluded sensing other lines from the source 
lamp. 
Figure 1-41. Solid particles found on adhesive surface of QChl 
(scanning electron microscope with 1K magnification). 
The windshield samples (cut and supplied by S. Jacobs of JSC) were 
approximately 15 c m  long by 3 cm wide by 1 cm thick. A small hole was cut 
through the center of each sample for attachmeilt to the dc motor assembly of 
the transmissometer lhat rotated the sample at variable speeds. 
Figure 1-42 is a photograph of the transmissometer taken at the con- 
clusion of firing 3 a t  AEDC. The wires have heen cut for removal of the unit 
from the 5-4 ahamber. The dusty film c o v e r i ~ ~ g  the unit is  the contamination 
encountered in the firing. The white box on the transmissometer pallet is the 
light source transformer. The transformer, becauss of the environmental con- 
straints of the J-4 facility, was required to be adjacent. to the transmissometer 
arld was potted with high-vacuum epoxy a s  shown. 
The f i rs t  firing of a Shuttle ullage rocket motor, November 11, 1973, 
was intended a s  a check on the per form~nce  of the rocket only. However, the 
transmissometer was activated on :he 5-4 chamber deflector plate following 
pump-down and throughout the test sequence. From measurements taken prior 
to pump-down (Fig. 1-43], a relative change in transmittance of 4 percent was 
noted because of turbulence and subsequent settling of sediment under vacucm 
up to the time of firing. F o r  some 10 s during acd after the firing, the trans- 
missometer acted erratically due either to heat generated o r  incident ultraviolet 
light from the plume. A final transmittance of 26 percent was recorded. Since 
the initial transmittance m i l s  48 percent, and accounting for the prefiring 4 
percent loss, a net change of 41 percent in the transmittance in the near UV was 
recorded. 
For  the second Shuttle rocket firing test, the transmissometer 1v:is 
again left on thc, deflector plate about 45 degrees radially from the rocket. Less  
than a 2  percent change in transmittance was noted under vacuum prior to 
firing. After firing the rocket, the transmittance had decreased to 27 percent. 
A more detailed transmittance measurement was made on this sample a t  
MSFC, and the results a r e  shown in Figure 1-44. As in the case for  the f i rs t  
firing, the contamination was visibly apparent a s  a dusty film of uniform 
appearance. From the appearance of the contaminant film, it i s  expected that 
the bulk loss of transparency is due more to scattering than absorption. The 
measurements, a s  taken, do not specify the mode of loss. 
For  the thi; d firing the transnlissonleter was placed on the 6. 1 m ( 2 0  i t )  
level catwalk a t  an axial d i ~ t a n c e  of 8.2 m (324 in. ) and a t  a radial distance 
of 6.4 m (250 in. ) . Two other Shuttle windshield material samples were placed 
on the 6.1 m ( 2 0  f t )  level platform a t  an axial distance of 8 . 2  m (324 in.) and 
a t  a radial distance of 2.54 m ( 100 in. ). These faced down toward the rocket 
engine to ~ i m u l a t e  direct impingement of the Shuttle windshield by these 
engines, The back side of each of these windshield samples, which would 



coyrespond to the interior of the Shuttle pilot csbin, was masked to preclude 
deposition. Following pump-down in the J-4 chamber, the transmissometer 
recorded an initial 7 percent drop in transmittance of the sanlple in the device. 
However, by the time of the firing, the tr,.lsmittance was back to 48 percent, 
the intinl value. The effect of the test on the specimen was a 50 percent drop 
in transmittance, measured over a larger  spectral regior: :is shown in Figure 
1-45. Once again, the appearance of the contaminant film was dusty and millq~, 
and it i s  thought that the r: minant 1oj.s in transparency is a r e s ~ l t  of forward 
scattering by the particulates. 
Both of the windshield samples left a t  the 2.5 nnl rvdi:~l location were 
recovered and measured. The rcsulting damage i s  shown in Figure 1-46. In 
effect, at  this location, the Shuttle windshield would become opaque. The 
deposit, while similar to those encountered on the transmiscometer samples, 
was mottled and somewhat darker in appearance. A view of one of these wind- 
shield samples, taken just after vec , 'ollowicg the third firing, i s  shown in 
Figure 1-47. In this photo, the rects :ar ssmple is mounted to the base of 
the I-beam triangle in the center; the rocket was below and to the left. 
Two general conclusions may be drawn from the transmissometer data 
relative to conta~~ina t ion  effects. Firs t ,  since tlie spectral sensitivity of the 
active transmissometer was in the near UV which increased its sensitivity and 
no serious degradation was noted prior to firing the motors, it can be assumed 
that the J-4 ch: mber was relatively "cleanT' for thes,: type of tests, considering 
the very "weak" vacuum required a.nd attained. Secorid, for  the type of motors 
employed, and the test data of Figures 1-43 through 1-46, it is  apparent that the 
Shuttle willdshield would suffer greatly in loss of visible observation capability. 
In the case of the results of firing 3 at the 2 .5  m radius, the Shuttle windshield 
would be r~seless  for viewing. Because of results observed with other experi- 
ments in the tests, however, sow-r! consiueration i s  being given to changes in 
the rocket pvpellant and further tests will slicw if any revised sequence is a 
contamination hazard. 
c. The Passive UV Optical Test Beds. In various locations in the J -4  
chamber and in-ide the simu1ati.d Shu',tle carg- bay test beds containing an 
assortment of optical and thermal control surfaces were deployed durlng the 
three Shuttie rocket firings of 1973. One of the passive sample test beds i s  
s h o ~  in Figure I 18. This report wi!l discuss the effects of plume contamina- 
tion on the optical surfaces. 
It is  to be expected that . :ious optical instruments and experiments 
will be carried in thc Space Shultle cargo bay. It is further expected that many 
of these will be sensitive in the vacuum U V  spectral region. Platinum and gold 
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Fig111.c 1-4s. 1'nssii.c 01)tic:ll samplc  test  I~ed.  
a r e  represenlive optlc:il co:~tin;;s thnt h:lve I~ecn :~nd ~ v i l l  Ile uscd i n  spate  U V  
experiments. l'lntinum, gold, and osmium mirror .  w e r e  placed in the passive 
test beds nr-d cs[)osetl in v:lrious \v:tys lu  the tcsl c n v i r n ~ ~ m e n t .  
The specular reflectance at near-normal incidence of all the deployed 
samples was first  measured at MSFC. A 1 m McPherson 225 mo~lochromator 
with a Hinteregger hydrogen discharge light was used with a dud-beam reflec- 
tometer to measure the reflectance in the spectral range from 100 to 200 nm, 
restricting the wavelength interval compatible with the useful range of the 
optical samples to be used. Following each test firing, the exposed test beds ~. 
were returned to hISFC for remeasurement to determine the effects of plume 
impingement on their optical properties. 
Passive test beds deployed exterior to a simulated Shuttle cargo bay 
contained, a s  mentioned, a variety of optical and thermal control surfaces. 
Since i t  is  unlikely that any vacuum UV optical instrumentation would be deployed 
external to the cargo bay in flight to ~ r b i t ,  the results of measurements on these 
samples a re  not generally applicable but do give some inforniation of a possible 
worst case. Basically, the reflectance changes were proportional to those of 
the transmissonleter and windshield samples at the various locations. 
The results from the passiv? samples ~0catc;d in a simuiated cargo bay 
box will now be discussed. The construction of this box i s  given in section 
I. D. 1. One test bed, containing multiples of the platinum, gold and osmium 
mirrors, war, recovered aftsr each firing. The most serious damage, optically, 
occurred duri,~g the first  fir-ng when the cargo bay box was on the deflector 
plate. Observations after ven ing revealed a covering of sooty black particulates 
covering all samples inside. The optical effects, particularly in terms of 
scattering, would have been severe. It was revealed that the cable inlet to the 
cargo bay was oriented so  that a direct turbulent flow was inc~dent on the vent 
that would not be present in the actual Shuttle cargo bay. These data are,  
therefore, not included. 
The box was reoriented a t  the same location for the socond firing. The 
b ~ x  'WSS located -2 .4  m (-96 in. ) axially, which i s  the surface of the deflector 
platform, and 2 .4  m (96 in. ) radially for test 2. The box was located a t  8.2 m 
(324 in. ) axially and 6.4 m (250  in. ) radially for test 3. The orientation of the 
vents with -9spect to the plume flow lines is described in section I. D. 1. The 
results for samples f ~ c ; : ? ~  the second and third firings a re  shown in Figures 1-49 
and 1-50, The change in reflectarice for the gold and platinum mirrors i s  gen- 
erally less than 10 percent (this i s  AR/H where AR = I< - R and Ho is the 
0' 0 
original monoc- hvomatic reflectance). The AR/P. value of 10 percent was the 
0 
base acceptability factor for contaminatiorl degradation allowed for the hpollo 
Telescope Mount vacuum ultraviolet spec troineter s in preflight testing. Thus, 
the observed changes would seem to be acceptable. It is  irrportant to i-ecognize, 
howevcr, that the Shuttle matrix vent is  much greater in extent than that 
employed in the simulated Shuttle cargo bay and, co~~sequently, the damage 
might be greater tl~an that predicted from these results. 
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The visible appearance of the zample after the firings confirmed the 
measured results to some degree. The mirrors  showed some very small 
particclatcs scattered across the surface and no visible film. The data of 
Figures 1-49 and 1-50 show at some wavelengths an actual increase in reflec- 
tance. This may well be evidence of some very thin film causing constructive 
interference effects. In general, however, the effects a re  small. A more 
applicable measurement would be UV scattering fo~. these types of samples, 
and such may be attempted in any future tests of Space Shuttle rocket engines. 
4. Optical Contamination Measurements - Kear ~ l t r a v i o l e t / ~ i s i b l e / ~ e a r  
- 
Infrared -- J. J. Trenlde and 0. R. Wilkes 
a. Introduction. Contamination of spacecraft optical surfaces can cause 
two serious problems. First,  the optical properties of thermal control sur- 
faces car, be altered, thus changing the heat balance of the vehicle. Secondly, 
transmitting and reflecting optics in experimental and operational instruments 
can become contaminated, thus causing loss in reflectance o r  transmittance or,  
more importantly, scatter light within the system. 
The heat balance of a spacecraft is  extremely critical if the vehicle's 
thermal equilibrium is  to remain within the designed boundaries. The equilib- 
rium temperature of a spacecraft i s  determined by the radiative properties of 
the thermal control surfaces. Regardless of how heat is  transferred o r  distri- 
buted throughout the space vehicle, when heat is "dumped" into outer space it  
must ultimately be emitted by the optical properties of the thermal control sur- 
faces making up the radiators of the spacecraft. Figure 1-51 represents a 
simplified schematic of the heat balance problem. The PNC major sources of 
heat input a r e  the spacecraft itself and the solar electromagnetic energj. The 
only source of heat rejection is  through the thermal control surfaces of the 
spacecraft. 'I'he qsantity of heat a surface absorbs from the sun at a given 
wavelength is  equal to the product of the material' s absorption a t  that wavelength 
times the quantity of energy inc ide~t  on the surface at that wavelength or? 
2. Wilkes, D. R. : A Nunlerical Integration to Determine Hemispheric 
Emittance, Solar Absorpta nce and Earth Infrared Absorptance From Spec trnl 
Reflectance Data. NASA LN-SSL-T-68- 10, October 1968. 
Figure 1-5 1. Simplified heat- halance description. 
where 
E(A) = energy absorbed at wavelength A 
a A = spectral absorptance 
E ~ ( A )  = solar energy at h . 
Therefore, the total energy absorbed by the surface from the sun is a summa- 
tion of this equation over the solar spectrum or  
where 
cu = solar absorptance 
s 
E = integr~ted solar energy . 
s 
The efficiency with which a m a k i a l  will radiate heat is called the 
total emittance ( rT) . The total emittance of a surface is  defined as  
Energy totally emitted by a suzface at a given temperatur~ 
€ = T Energy totally emitted by a black body at the same temperature ' 
The amount of energy that a surface radiates is 
where 
T = temperature ( "  K )  
Equating the knot~n heat inputs and output, the following simplified 
thermal balance equation results: 
where 
E = in~ernal  heat load . I 
Frorn this equation it  is  apparent that the equilibrium temperature of the sys- 
tem is  directly related to the surface radiative properties (a  s* fT)* Any 
modification of the radiative properties because of surface contamination will 
alter the vehicles equilibrium temperature. 
The second problem of concern i s  the effects of contamination on 
reflecting or  trarlsmitting optics. With the increasing em!..hasis on placing 
sophisticated optical instrumentation in space, this problem is  of increzsing 
importance. If an optical surface i s  contaminated, the "on axis" ene rQ  m:ly 
be reduced because of both absorption and radial scatter. Generally, sc:itlered 
light presents more of a problem in optical systems than absorption. Energy 
scattered mdiaily off the optical path may even generate selective "off-asis" 
peaks a s  a result of its interaction with the contaminated surfnce. The degree 
with which an uncontaminated surface will scatter i s  a function of the radiation 
incidence angle, the surfacc roughness, and the ~i~ailelength of the incident 
radiation. Figure 1-52 represents the distribution of scattered ~*ndi:i tion from 
a reflector a s  a function of an arbitrary angle of incidence, 20 deg~,ees. 'I'hc 
angle of incidence and the wavelength of incident radiation will remain const:~nt 
in the following simplified discussion. Figure 1-52 shows a practical rel)l-c- 
sentation of a good speculo r reflector. This reflector does generate very lo~v 
intensicy scatter a t  radi91 angles close to that of the p r i m a q  re f lec t io~~.  If t h e  
surface is contaminat~rl, lhe scatter distributioti i s  altered a s  shown in the 
example. It i s  seen that tne intensity of the primary reflection i s  reduced :ind 
the "wings" o r  radial scatter i s  greatly increased. If the surface is further 
contaminated, the intensity of the primary reflection will further be rxduced 
and the "wings" will spread further. The degree of the surface' s specularity 
is reduced. A severely contaminated surface call even &:hibit no specular 
properties and its energy distribution can closely resemble that of a diffuse 
scatterer shown in Figure 1-52. 
. .  
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Figure 1-52. Speculnr versus diffuse surf:~ce. 
The purpose of this investigat!on was to expose candidate thermal control 
surfaceas and a representative specular reflector to the S I I  &age motor plume 
a t  various heights and radtal distances and to examine any changes in the 
radiative o r  optical properties of the materials. 
b. Optical Ideasurement Techniques. Direct sample absorption mea- 
surements a re  extremely difficult to obtain, but if the sarnple is assumed to be 
opaque, the sample absorbtance (a , A )  for  a given wavelength is 
where p A  i s  the tctal hemispherical reflectance for a given wavelength. 
The results of these tests were obtained utliizing a Beckman DK-2A 
spec trophotometer with a Gier-Dun We Instrbments modified photometer atttqch- 
ment used to make the total hemispherical reflectance measurements over the 
wavelength range from 0.25  to 2.5 m, the solar region of the spectrum.. The 
schematic af the optical measuring system is shown in Figure 1-53. The sys- 
tem consists of a prism type monochlomator with tungstc:i and hydrogen lamp 
sources, an integrating sphere with photomultiplier and lead sulphide detectors, 
and ratiometric amplifiers. 
A Lyons model 25B-6 emissometer was used to obtain total einittancs 
measurements of test samples a t  room temperature. This instrument uses a 
calibrated cooled detector for measclrement of total ernittance. The wavelength 
response of the thermoelectrically cooled delector of this unit has beer! 'ailored 
to match, to the first  order, the output of a 300" K (room temperature) alack 
body. By calibrating the instrument output, using known references, a t  the high 
and low ends of the range, the t o t ~ l  emittance oi an unknown sample may be 
oblained. The references used for this test were fresh aluminum ( 6  = n. 03)~ 
and a homemado ambient temperntrre "black hole" ( cT = 0.98). T 
c. Opticai Data Test Results. S-13G, 2-93 (two zinc oxide pigment.ed, 
white p a i n t c  and silver-teflon second surface mirrors were used as repre- 
sentative thermal control s ~ r f a c e s  in these tests. The 2.54 cm ( 1 in. ) diameter 
samples were placed at locations in the AEDC 5-4 chamber a s  indicated in 
Table 1-7. 
tr. Arnett, 5. M. , Tech.nica1 Coordinator: Lunar Excursior, L~odule liCS 
Engine Vacuum Chamber Contamination Study. NASA TM-53859, July W69. 
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The initial and final radiative properties of the thermal collbol surfaces 
a r e  also presented, Figures 1-54 through 1-65 represent the reflectance 2s a 
function o; the wavelength for each sample. Figures 1-66 through 1-70 show 
the plume contamination effects on platinum mirrors. The sample test locations 
a r e  identified on Table 1-8. The before and after 20 degree incident total 
hemispherical reflectance measurements a r e  an indication of how much energy 
is lost because of surface contamination absorption. The scatter reflectance 
measurements a r e  obtained by placing the sample normal to the beam so  that 
the specular reflected energy exits through the integrating sphere entrance 
port. Any energy that is scattered, because of the surface contamination, 
greater than approximately 5 degrees from the normal will be collected by the 
integrating sphere. This scatter reflectance measurement technique does not 
yield scatter directional informetion but i t  does indicate losses in the specularity 
of a surface. 
d. Conclusion. Frcm the data presented, it can bc seen that the reflec- 
tance properties of samples that faced the rocket plume were essentially 
destroyed. Samples that were in the plume but facing away showed considerable 
contamination damage but their original optical properties were not totally 
destroyed. The total emittance of the thermal control surfaces, however, did 
not significantly change ir! either case:, which is not inconsistent since total 
emittance at room temperature is confined to longer wavelengths. 
Measurements of samples placed in the simulated cargo bay showed 
m i n x  contamination and this W O U ~ ~  need to be taken into account on a mission. 
The results of the samples in the simclated bay a r e  discussed in section I. D. 3. 
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Figure 1-66. Platinum mirror sample 201. 
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Figure 1-67. Platinum mirror sample 202. 
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Figure 1-70. Platinum mir ror  sample 205. 
TABLE 1-8. SAMPLE LOCATIONS 
Sample 
Platinum Mirror 
Platinum Mirror 
Platinurn Mirror 
Platinum Mirror 
Platinum Mirrs r  
- 
Sample 
No. 
201 
2 02 
2 03 
204 
2 05 
Sample Location 
Cargo bay box (facing up) 
6.25 m (250 in. ) radially fzcing down 
6. 1 m (20 f t )  level 
2.54 m ( 100 in. ) radially facing down 
6.1 m (20 ft) i ~ v e l  
2.54 m ( 100 in. ) radially facing down 
6 .1  m (20 ft) level 
6.35 m (250 in. ) radially a t  top of 
cargo I lay box 
6. 1 m (20 ft)  
SECTION I I. THE SMALL MOTOR PLUMEIMATER l AL 
IMPINGEMENT TEST PROGRAM AT MSFC UTIL IZ  ING 
N INE D IFFERENT PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS 
(APRIL AND MAY 1974) 
4 A. l ntroduction 
The specific objective of this test was to evaluate the relative effects of 
several candidate SSRM propellant formulations and their plume impingement 
effects on HRSI and RCC materials. 
R~ckwell International had the overall responsibility for the small motor 
plume/material impingement test program. NASA /MSFC and NASA/J'SC 
directed and conducted significant portions of this test program. The small 
motor test firings were conducted by MSFC at the MSFC test position 112 
altitude test facility. Rockwell personnel were present at MSFC to monitor the 
test operations and analyze test results. 
Nine solid propellant formulations were tested. The selected 
propellant matrix allowed an evaluation of propellants with and without metal 
additives, with and without burning rate catalyst, and low (approximately 
192f c ) and high (approximately 2648 C) combus tion temperatures. 
Motors were fired a t  a simulated SRB staging altitude of 3.96 km 
( 130 000 ft) (nominal). The altitude pressure was predicted to drop approxi- 
mately 0.6 krn (20 000 ft) during a motor firing. All motors were loaded with 
1.8 to 2.3 kg ( 4 to 5 ib) of propellant and burned for approximately 2 s. 
Two types of motor tests were performed: 
1. Plume calibration firings - for the primary purpose of establishing 
physical and thermal characteristics of the exhaust plumes. 
2. Material exposure firings - to determine the effects of plume 
impingement on sampies d orbiter TPS material a t  several locations in the 
rocket plume. 
The plume calibration test of a given p~*opellant/motor type was per- 
formed in a single firicg that preceded the material exposure tests. Durir~g 
plume calibration tests heat flux, total pressure, arid solid particle size and 
4. This test series conducted at MSFC was under the direction of William F. 
Richardson, Uffice of Associate Dircctor for Engineering. 
mass flux were measured a1 selected locations in the plume. The results were 
compared with analytical predictions established prior to the test. Materials 
to be exposed to the rccket plume were H 3 R  and H C t  samples. HRSI was the 
primary material to be tested because a greater  number of samples were atlqil- 
able for  the test. LICC samples were tested in selected firings where good 
HRSl survival characteristics have been demonstrated in a prior t ~ s t  with the 
same motor/propellant type. 
Several inspection methods were employed to establisl- the post-test 
condition of the material samples. The HRSI and the &ICC materials were 
considered to pass the SSRM plume exposure teat it' there was no detectable 
degradation of the coating. 
Nine propellant formulations were tested; eight compcsite propellant 
formulations and one double base. TtAe composite propellarits were mixed and 
cast  into test motors by the J e t  Pi.opulsion Laboratory. The double-base pro- 
pellant grain was mixed and cast  by the Naval Ordnarve Station, Indian Head, 
Maryland. 
The composite propellant formulations a r e  numerically designsted in 
Table 11- 1 for identification purposes. Table 11- L also dhows the chemical 
formulation of the eight composite prupellants. The double-base propellant 
is identified a s  propellant No. 9, and the chemical formulation i s  shown in 
Table 11-2. 
A flow chart  of the three experimental techniques used by SSI, to suppcrt 
these tests i s  shown in Figure 11- 1. This chart a lso includes the names oi 
the experimenters. The test  firing tlumber, date, t j  pe of firing, propellant 
type, position of the holographic film box, and filter data a r e  shown in Table 
11-3. The axial distance from the motor nozzle to all particle co l lec~ors  was 
101.6 cm (40  in. ) and the radial distance is designated. 
The results of these experiments a r e  detailed in the following 
subsections. 
5. For  furlhcr details of motor characteristics the reader is  referred to don 
Denison a t  lioclcwell International, who has the details, o r  William F. 12ichardson 
a t  MSFC. 
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TABLE 11-2. DOUBLE-BASE PROPELLANT FOfiMULhTTON 
( PROPELLANT NO. 9) 
I Ingredient 
Nitrocellulose ( 12.6% N) 
Nitroglycerin 
Dinitrotoluene 
Dimethylphthalate 
Ethyl Centralite 
Carbolic I 
Weight 
60.38  
B. Solid Particle Collection 
David W. Jex 
Two different techniques were used in collecting solid particles present 
in the solid rocket exhaust plume. Figcre 11-2 shows ihe design of the particle 
collector/calibration boxes. Particles enter the 0.0635 cm ( 0.25 in. ) diam- 
eter orifice and a re  collected by the baffle. Four of these boxes were fabricated 
to permit simultaneous particle collection at each of the four radial locations 
i n  the plume. The baffle also isolated the pressure transducer tube from the 
entering particles. 
'1 second particle collection technique which utilizes a screen trap is 
indicated in Figure 11-3. Two particle collection screen devices are mounted 
side by side on one of the 3.81 cm ( 1.5 in. ) diameter pipe mounting fixtures. 
This arrangement permits two different collcctor screen configurations to be 
used at the same radial position during a single firing. The details ot a filter 
collector are shown in Figure II-4. The total mass collected by these two 
techniques is given in Tables 11-4 and 11-5. 
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Figure 11-2. Particle collector/calibration hx. 
PCS .84-V 
TEST SEQUENCE: 
1. CLOSE AUTOMATIC VALVE. 
2. EVACUATE CHAMBER & 
VAC RESERVOIR. 
3. OPEN AUTOMATIC VALVE 
THEN IGNITE MOTOR. 
4. CLOSE AUTOMATIC VALVE. 
5. SHUT OFF VAC PUMP. 
AUTOMATIC 
VALVE 
PCS .84C 
4 2.54 cm-(1 in.) O.D. TUBE FED THRU CHA WALL ?LUG I r 
3.81 cm / i 1.5 in.) 
BEAM 
NOTE : 
ALL VAC LINES & 
\ FITTINGS 2.54 cm 
RESERVOIR VAC 
BOTTLE (1 in.) O.D. TUBE TO MINIMIZE 
1 PRESSURE DROP 
TO VAC PUMP 
Figure 11-3, Pzrticle collection screen assembly schematic. 
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TABLE 11-4. WINDTEK FILTERS - TOTAL MASS COLIdECTE3 
Test 
Firing 
No. 
10 
12 
2 1 
23 
Propellant 
Formulation 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
Filter 
Weights 
(gm) 
352.6278 
352.6 134 
0.0144 
346.2466 
346.2075 
0.0391 
346.4548 
346.4326 
0.02222 
349.1336 
349. 121 5 
0.0121 
346.2316 
346.1174 
0. 1142 
348. 1734 
348.1344 
0.0390 
346.8400 
346.8097 
0.0103 
349.2570 
349.2531 
0.0039 
346.2716 
346.2514 
0. 0202 
SIN 
001 
002 
007 
009 
006 
010 
003 
005 
004 
346.2064 I 008 
346. 1785 
0. 027!; 
Position 
( cm)  
38.1 
38. 1 
Inlet and Exit 
Plug Residue 
(gm)  
18.52718 
18.51831 
0.00887 
18.70 19 1 
18.684 17 
0.01774 
38. 1 
38. 1 I 18.52188 
18.50585 
0.31603 
38 1 18.7467 1 
18.73181 
0. U1490 
12.7 18.88427 
18.87007 
-- 
0. 01421 
12.7 18.652 14 
18.63926 
0.01288 
38. 1 18.5 1523 
18.50518 
0.01005 
38. 1 18.7563 1 
18.74589 
0.00942 
38. 1 18.68337 
18.67765 
0.00572 
18.60909 
18.60372 
9.00537 
TABLE 11-5. PARTICLE COLLECTION BOXES - TOTAL 
MASS COLLECTED 
Test 
Firing No. 
Propellant 
Formulation 
38 .1  c m  
(am) 
12.7 c m  
( gm) 
6 
Recalibration 
Petri dishes were not weighed prior 
to collection of residue; therefore, 
no total mass  measurement was 
made. 
27.9 c m  
(gm) 
8 
Recalibration 
The activities in cycling the particle collector devices from firing to 
firing can Ice separated from the actual particle analysis since the collected 
samples were removed from the teat equipment and placed in !abeled con- 
tainers. The general procedure following a firing was to inspect the collector 
for damage, remove the sample holders, transfer the contents into appropriately 
labeled containers, wash the containers and other contaminated components with 
alcohol, dry and clean with an air jet, and reinstall the collector parts as 
required. If spare parts were available, as in the case of the particle collector 
screens, She particle removal and some of the cleanup operations wcre delayed 
until later. The collection process was generally completed within 30 minutes 
from the time the chamber was opened. 
It should be noted that on both collection devices there was a corrosive 
effect which became more pronounced as  the tests ~roceeded. It is suspected 
that the hydrochloric acid (HcI) , which is  a resulting co1'1Qcnent of solid pro- 
pellant combustion, reacted with the stainless steel components of the collecting 
devices. 
It was observed that the corrosive effect became critical to the sampling 
procedure after approximately 24 hours. This observation directed modifica- 
tions in the collect!on techniques. The modifications minimized the time 
e1z.r ;ed between firing and collecticn of the samples. 
C. Particle Size Analysis 
Willa Russell, Keith Janasak, and Dan Gates 
1. Preparation of Slurries 
The filters ;nd components were delivered to the laboratory wrspped in 
disposable paper. Two iilters were wrapped in each packet. The slurries were 
prepared as follows. 
Each filter and components was immersed in 750 r,d of pure ethyl 
alcohol in a 1000 rnl beaker. The beaker was placed in an uitrasonic cleaner 
containing enough water to completely surround the beaker to the level of the 
alcohol. The beaker and contents were vibrated in the ultrasonic cleaner for 
10 minutes. The filter and holder were removed from the solution and each 
set was individual1,y wrapped in lintless paper. The zlcohol solution was then 
heated to approximately 14g°C and allowed to boil-off until orlly 150 to 200 ml 
of the solution remained. The beaker was then removed from the heating 
element and allowed to cool. Once cooled, the beaker was placed in an ultra- 
sonic cleaner for ap[~roximately 30 s to cause any settled particles to regain 
n state of suspension, thus allowing all particles present to be trarlsferred into 
a n~arked, capped Rtorage bottle. 
Preparation of Slides 
Each 'bottled slurry was snaken vigoroiisl; :o obtain a homogeneous 
mixture, and approximately 100 1n1 was drawn off using a large dropper. Of 
this 100 ml sample sll but 5 ml was delivered to Dr. McNutt, Atnens College, 
for analysis to determine the percentage of alumin1.1m present. The remaining 
5 ml was placed in a small beaker and stained using two drops of alidyne, a 
selective stain'ng agent with a preference for  aluminum oxide. The p::rticles 
viewed in an unstained sample were translucent and of such low contrast with 
the background that boundary detection by the scanr.er was reduced markedly. 
The staining was, t h e r e ~ o ~ e ,  to aid in the determination of the edges of th,, 
individual particles. The 5 ml of solution was shaken well prior to be!ng 
deposited on the surface of a c l e m  standard microscope slide. The slide \:ds 
then placed on a clean bench and al;ou~ed to d r ~ ,  .- 
These specimens :ind t h ~ s e  collected in the boxes were processed 
through the scanning procedure. 
3. Scanning Procedure 
-.. 
The automated transmissive light microscope scanned an :lre:i of 
approximately 5000 by 5900 pm a t  a total magnification of 40OX. The software 
in the processing unit preveiitod overlapping of fields in ihc counting procedu~e. 
The plocessor counted the n1,mber of features presetit in tllc field of \.ieu having 
a maximum horizontal chord greater than a preset value specified by l ! ~  
opera tor. The feature coi~nts were made using consecutively higher preset 
values for the horizontal chord from 0.5 pm to 100 pm in steps of 0.5 p In from 
0.5 pm to lOpm, 40 pm from 10 prn to 5 6  pm, and 50 pnl from 50 pm t.o 100 pm. 
The processor then calculated the differelices in number of features from Lbne 
size setting to the next to determine the total number of features with ho~*izontcil 
chords in that size rcrye. Since the rnmimurit horizontal chord ~neasurement 
i s  dependent on orientation of the features in the  field of view and the measuring 
disk was placed randomly on the microszope stage, measurements were made 
two separate times on each slide and the rcsu!ting counts were averaged. With 
this procedure we hoped to minimize the oridntation factor. IIistograms of 
these averages for each filter a r e  given. Because of tile lack of phase c o ~ t r a s t  
capability to aid in detection of particles on low contrast samples such a s  t ixse,  
the lower limiting size that cculd bc detected was 1.5 to 2 pm in diameter. All 
histograni plots, Fi-gures 11-5 through 11- 10 show the averrtged size distribution 
above 1.5 p m or ,  in some cases, 2 pm. Figures 11- 11 through 11- 16 shou second 
degree polynomial curve fits of the size distribution for each fiitcr. 
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These calculations a r e  presented a s  an aid in extrapolations of the curjfes 
down to the smaller particle s izes  not detectable by our electro-optical system. 
Using the average distributions, we ca1:ulated the percentages of particles 
detected in the inaicated size ranges for  the six filters. These results a r e  
given in Table 11-6. 
5. Analvsis of Samnles a t  Athens Collees 
Six samples were delivered to Athens College a s  alcohol slurries.  The 
alcohol s lu t r ies  were evaporated to dryness leaving the origim! sample f ree  
of aicohol. These dry samples were than weighed. This weight was the basis 
for all  percentage calculations. Two o r  three milliliters of concentrated sul- 
furic acid were added to the dry sample prior to heating it. A small amount 
of nitric acid was then added to the sample. The residce left after evaporation 
was processed for determination of aluminum. The analyses were carried out 
using standard colorimetric techniques, with a Delta Scientific Model 260 
colorimeter. The results a r e  summarized in Table 11-'le6 
Photographs of samples prepared on brass  platforms and analyzed by 
Mr. Daniel Gates using a scanning electron micr6scOpe a r e  presented in 
Figures 11-17 through 11-28, The photographs a r e  included in this report merely 
to provide visual information a s  to the geometric characieristics of the particles 
and the varying populations of particles f rom sample to sample. Analysis of 
the c o ~ ~ ; r x i t i o n  of the particles was not undertaken. 
An analysis to determine the percentage of iron, alu~,;;num, and other 
elemenls was performed by Athens College in additioi~ to the data presented 
in Table 11-7. The results,  included a s  a letter sent to David Jex, task team 
leader, were a s  follows: 
6. McNutt, Ronald C. : Quarterly Report, Contact NAS8-28058, June % G ,  1974. 
-. . 
Test  
4 
10 
12 
19 
< 
Propellant 
8 
3 
3 
5 
% Weight Loss 
on Ignition 
4 T 
76 
8 1 
75 
%I A1 
2.5 
1.9 
3.0 
3 .6  
Location 
( cm)  
12.7 
12.7 
38.1 
Fi l ter  009 
12.7 
%I F e  
5.7 
3.5 
8. 1 
6 .  '7 

TABLE 11-7. PERCEXTAGE OF ALUMIhTJM IN ROCKET EFFLEENTS 
Test 
19 
19 
D. Holographic Analysis of Small Motor Plumes 
Percentages are based or. the dry sample weight. 
*Essentially all the material in this sample was lost on ignition. 
Allowance for the apparent sum of more than 100% should be made 
in the % weight lost column due to weighing the very small amount 
of residue. 
i 
Propellant 
5 
5 
S a m p ! ; ~ / ~  
003 
005 
006 
Old 
001 
00% 
W. W. Moore 
In general, if informatior1 on particles and particle parameters i s  
desired from any given environm-nt o r  particle field, one ~ l i i ~ t  resort to 
experimental ~echniques to determine particle parameters. In this test program 
the technique of in-line holography has been applied to the recording of plumes 
and the particulate distributions such that particle content and other data may 
be extracted. The basic concept of the equipment layout is  contained in Figure 
II-29. A plane wave-front beam is incident on and passes tnrough some target 
v~lume.  The presence of individual particles distributed throughout this volume 
Location 
(cm) 
27.9 
39.1 
Weight of 
Dried Sample 
. ( gm) 
0.0092 
0.0056 
0.0157 
0.0139 
0.0056 
0.0101 
%I F e  
5.5 
6.5 
Weight of 
Aluminum 
( gm) 
0.00004 
0.00033 
0.00151 
0.00152 
0.00039 
0.00049 
Percent of 
Aluminum in 
Dried Sample 
0.43 
5.89 
9.62 
10.94 
7.01 
4.88 
% A 
3.1 
6.8 
% Weight Loss 
o~ mi t ion  
96 96* 
43 
Figure 11- 17. Filter 003, lOOOX mngnific:~ tion. 
ORIGINAL PAGE B 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure 11- 18. Filter 003, 30UOX magnification. 
Figure 11- 19. Filter 005, sample A, 3000X magnification. 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
OF ?f30R Q U A L m  
Figure 11-20. Filter 005, sample B, lOOOX magnification. 
Figure II-21. Filter 005, sample B, 3300X magnification. 
Figure 11-22. Filter 006, 3000X magnification. 
Figure 11-23. Filter 010, 3000X magnification. 
F'igure 11-24. Filter 0 10, 10 000X mrig1ificatio.1. 
Figure 11-25, Fi l~er  001, 3000X mr1gn;fication. 

Figure 11-27. Filter 002, '3000X magnification. 
F i r  1 1 .  Fil tcr O O 2 ,  LOUOX m:~gnificntion. 

essentially causes the plane wave to become scattered and diffracted a t  many 
points so a s  to produce a spherical wave a s  well a s  a plane wave. The plane 
wave is that pari of the incident wave which passes through the target field 
region undisturbed. This umisturbed plaue wave is then called the holographic 
reference beam. The spherical wave produced by the scattering and diffraction 
around the tndividual particles constitutes the holographic object beam. These 
two waves interfere a t  the film plane, and the interference pattern s o  recorded 
a t  the film plane provides the means for reconstnlcting the real image of the 
target field volume. An inspection of this real image provides quahtitative 
information about the individual particles that make up the target field. The 
basic problem with the in-line system is tha: t a r  high density fields of particles, 
the reference beam is excessively attenuated and the observer o r  detector must 
look directly back into the reconstructed laser  scw!rce. 
Ihring the small motor plume/mabrial improvement test program of 
29 firings, a tok l  of 21 attempts -ms made to record a hologram record 
(firings 6 through 26). The discrepancy here is a result of the holography sys- 
b m  not being interfaced to the chamber a t  the s tar t  of the tests and a result of 
the complete operational loss of the laser  source near the end because of the 
severe environment. Of the exposed plates, eight a r e  considered of reasonable 
quality. The others a r e  disregarded because of overexposures, underexposures, 
and/or optical o r  mechanical component failures caused bq. the caustic 
environment. 
At this phase of the data reduction sequence, two holograms have been 
extensively exan;;-ied. These a r e  the records for  firings 19 and 21 (prop~l lant  
types 5 and 3, respectively). The observed particles have been primarily in the 
volume near the fi?m holder and have been mostly smaller particles; i. e., 10 
pm o r  less. No pazticie distribution graphs have been proposed a t  this time 
becauze only a small area of the holograms has been examined over the test 
volume images. This means the statistical s a e l e  would not be a s  good a s  
necessary for comparison to other measurements. At present the data a r e  
evaluated qualitatively a s  consistent with the distr iht ion obtained from th,: test 
filter samples image data analyses that were reported previously. 
E. Solid Rocket Motor Contamination of Shuttle 
Windshield Samples 
Roger Linton, David W. Jex, and Coy W. Mattox 
Curing the small solid rocket motor firings a t  MSFC, April 18 though 
May 22, 1974, samples of the Shuttle wind~hield material were strategically 
placed in the space simulation chamber during each firing to collect plume 
residuals and provide a method of estimating the optical degradation to be 
expected during the SRM separation phase of the actual Shuttle vehicle. After 
each firing, the two windshield samples deployed were removcd and immediately 
brought to the portable transmissometer used in the earlier Shuttle rocket test 
at  AEDC. The transmittance between 290 and 310 nm (2900 and 3100 k ) was 
measured. Following this, image ckrity photographs were taken and the 
samples were taken to a more versatile facility in Space Sciences Laboratory 
for detailed transmittance measurements in the range of 320 to 600 nm (3200 
to 6000 A ) .  
To elstablish a baseline for reference, each sample was measured in the 
iaboratory facility and then by the portable transmissometer at  the test site 
prior to each firing. It was, therefore, possible to determine the optical 
degradation for each firing by comparing the baseline b the results obtained 
atter each test firing. This provided a relative scale for evaluating the ''clean- 
liness" of the nine typcs of propellants used in these tests. 
The tests included multiple firings of nine different fuel compositions 
and one firing of an iqnitor only. The latter test ( ignitor only) was run on the 
afternoon of May 1, 1974. The measured degradation, as  indicated by the 
transmissometer, d -5 percent' is considered to be a measure of the background 
and must be considered in evaluating all data. A composite of all the trans- 
missometer data collected, with the corresponding firing history, is contained 
in Tabies II-8 and 11-9. Even a cursory glance at  Table 11-9 reveals probiums 
in interpreting the data. For example, the degradation measured for the two 
orientations of the Shuttle windshield samples in firings 1 and 2, both for rocket 
type 7, a re  fairly similar, while that of firing 3 for the same type rocket is  
markedly reduced. The extended transmittance measurements from 320 to 
600 nm (3200 to 6000 k )  and the before and after image clarity photographs 
confirm the validity of the transmissometer data. It is possible that the differ- 
ences in optical degradation a re  related to the venting of the aimulatioo chamber. 
Venting was accomplished by bleeding outside air into the chmber  after the 
firing. This outside air was subject to the prevailing humidity, and this, 
together with the observable clouds of vapors in the chamber a s  a result of the 
firing, could cause a duference Cn the condensation of the plrl~ne residue on 
windshield samples. 
7. This is A T / T ~  , where AT = T - To ; T being the transmittance &r 
exposure, and To being the transmitlnce before exposure to the plume.  h he 
negative sign on all measurements implies a decrease in transmittance. ) 
TABLE 11-8. TEST FIRING HISTORY AND CORRESPONDING 
TRANS-METER DATA (NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES 
A LOSS IN TRANSiUSSION OF SAMPLE) 
4/ 18/74 
4/ 19/74 
4/22/74 
4/23/74 
4/24/74 
4/25/74 
4/26/74 
4/29/74 
4/30/74 
5/ 1/74 a. m. 
5/1/74 p. m. 
51'2/74 
5/3/74 
5/6/74 
5/7/74 
5/8/74 
5/9/74 a. m. 
5/9/74 p. m. 
5/10/74 
5/13/74 a. m. 
5/ 13/74 p. m. 
5/ 14/74 a. m. 
5/ 14/74 p. m. 
5/15/74 a. m. 
5/15/ 74 p. m. 
5/16/74 a. m. 
5/16/74 p. m. 
5/17/74 a. m. 
5/17/74 p. m. 
5/2 1/74 a. m. 
5/24/74 p. m. 
, 5/22/74 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 0 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2 7 
28 
29 
30 
3 1 
32 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
1 
8 
1 
1 
3 
Ignitor Only 
3 
2 
2 
6 
6 
1 
2 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
9 
9 
9 
2 
4 
3 
6 
9 
No Sample 
-38 
- 18 
- 18 
- 8 
- 7 
No Sample 
- 5 
-22 
-21 
- 5 
- 2 
- 8 
0 
No Sample 
- 6 
- 15 
0 
- 18 
-2 1 
- 16 
- 16 
-16 
No Ignition of 
-37 
-24 
- 8 
- 8 
- 6 
0 
No Sample 
- 6 
-18 
- 10 
- 5 
- 10 
- 16 
0 
No Sample 
0 
- 14 
0 
- 19 
- 14 
- 3 
- 16 
- 9 
Propellant 
- 15 I - 18 
No Igqition of Propellant 
- 17 
- 1 
-2 1 
- 15 
- 1 
- 10 
Samples left tu 
-37 accumulate residue - 19 
over 2 firings 
- 14 I - 16 
TABLE XI-9. TRANsMISSOMETER RESULTS OF SHUTTLE 
WINDSHIELD SAMPLES ( PERCENT TRANSMISSION 
JBSS  ATI IT^) BETWEEN 290 AND 310 nm ( 2 9 0  AND 
3100 a) FOR EACH PROPELLANT TYPE) 
The data in Table II- 10 show the rank order of the propellants, f m m  
the one gi\ing the least transmission loss to the one giving the most trans- 
mis s io~  loss. The rank order wae assigned by a modified Wilcoxon test: ( 1) 
sum the percent loss for each propellant at each of the two orientations A (up) 
and l3 (out) ; (2)  obtain-an average by dividing the number of figures summed; 
(3) assign a rank order to each propellant based on these "averagd' trans- 
mission losses for each orientation; (4) obtain a "total averaged" loss by sum- 
ming both orientation losses together and dividing by the tuhi number of figures 
summed; (5) assign a rank order based on this "total average$' loss for each 
propellant; (6) sum the rank orders resultlug from (3) and ( 5 )  above; and (7) 
order the propellants according to the sum of the rank orders. 
* 
Propellant 
Type 
1 
I 2  
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Ignitor Only 
Accumulation 
of 3 and 6 
TITo for Orientation 
A (up) From 
Table 1 (% ) 
-7, -5, -22, -15 
-1, 0, 0, -8 
-2, -21 
-21, -16, -16 
-16, -18, -21 
-6 
-38, -18 
-18, -8 
-15, -17, -14 
-5 
-37 
T / T ~  for Orientation 
B (Out) From 
Table 1 (% ) 
0, -6, -18, -14 
-1, 0, 0, -16 
-10, -10 
-10, -16, -9 
-3, -19, -14 
0 
-37, -24, -8 
-8, -6 
-18, -15, -16 
-5 
- 19 
Number 
Independ- 
ent Tests 
4 
4 
2 
3 
3 
1 
3 
2 
3 
1 
- 
1 - 
ORIGllV& PAGE DB , 
OF Pooa QUaLlm . 
From Table 11-10 it i s  possible to draw some conclusions of the expected 
windshield transmission loss of one type propellant relative to the other types. 
In examination of Table 11- 10 ammonium perchlorate would not appear to be a 
significant source of contamination a s  both the "cleanest" and "dirtiest" (types 
2 and 7) engines had high percent weight compositions of this compound and 
the others follow no particular pattern. For NTPB a similar conclusio~~ holds. 
For CTPB, only propellant 7 contained any and it degraded windshield samples 
the most, bill the absence or^  CTPB in the other propellants preciudes any com- 
parative conclusion. Except for type 1, it appears that increasing percent 
weight concentrations of aluminum andlor A1203 are  a significant factor in 
degradation. Results for F q 0 3  a r e  inconclusive. Finally, the presence of 
g r~ph i t e  that was only in propellant 8 would not appear to be significant. 
The transmittance of each windshield sample was measured before and 
after exposure using a 1 m nvrmal incidei~ce monochrometer with a tungsten 
light source. The results a r e  generally a uniform degradation after exposure 
to the plume throughout the measured spectral range. For propellant 7, how- 
etrer, the curves a r e  more structured a s  shown in Figure 11-30 (curves labeled 
"out" and "up" refer to the orientation of the normal from the sample mounted 
in the chamber to the centerline of the plume as  diagrammed below). The date 
(month/day) refers  to the particular firing. 
I_ A UP CHAMBER WALL 21 in. 53.34 cm 
I B OUT 
I PLUME CENTER LINE 
Figures II-31 and 11-32 a r e  representative; the degradaticn was in gen- . 
era1 not spectrally dependent. This would, of course, leave open the quecllon 
of to what degree the degradation observed i s  from absorption or  scattzi'ing. 
The filmy nature of the contamination films would seem to indicat~ that the 
major loss i s  absorption. /' 
,/ 
Photographs of each windshield sample were t# before and after each 
firing to provide a qualitative assessment of image rrfarity with contamination. 
Analyses of these photographs aided the int.erprepA'tion of the qualitative trans- 
mission loss data. To evaluate the true signigL'ance of the reported trans- 
mission loss, the photographs of Figure 11-?i a r e  sl~own for a sample exposed 
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to the plume from propellant formulation 7. The transmissometer ( results of 
test 1) indicated t h ~ t  the transmittance of this sample dropped from 62 tc; 3s 
percent (AP./B = 37 percent). There is  a marked loss of visual "imaging" in 
the exposed sample. Since the average loss of transmit.bnce for samples 
exposed to the v a r i o ~ s  rockets was on the order of -15 percent, then the 
significance of all these photographs may be illustrated by Figure 11-34, These 
photographs are  for sarnples in firing i (4/23/74) ; the AT/T value reported 
is -18 percent. Besides a basic! darkening in the after photo, there is a dis- 
cernible loss of image clarity for the fainter characters to the left of the "after" 
photo. For AT/T values less  than 10 percent, the image clarity in t h e  exposed 
samples is best studied in the original photographs. Figure 11-35 shows typical 
effects for a sample exposed to propellant 3 in firing 12 (5/2/74). Image clarity 
is reduced basically, in this case, by absorption; t h e  film itself is not visibly 
appars~~t .  Figure 11-36 s h o w s  the transmittance of the clean Shuttle windshield 
samples from 200 tu S O 0  nrn (2000 to f;OO(i ). Photographs of all samples 
from all tests a re  o n  file for future reference. 
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SECTION I I I. THE LARGE MOTOR PLUMEIMATER IAL 
IMPINGEMENT TEST PROGRAM AT AEDC UTILIZING 
THE FOUR SELECTED PROPELLANTS FROM THE 
SMALL MOTOR TESTS AT MSFC (JULY, 
AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER 1974) 
This series of tests at AEDC was under the direction of MSFC program 
director William F. Richardson and Gerald Smith, both of the Office of 
Associate Circctor for Engineering. 
In the small motor plume/material impingement test a t  MSFC, nine 
propellant formulations were used. Four of these formulations were chosen 
for further testing at AEDC. They a r e  detailed in Table 111- 1. Also included 
a re  the compocents of the ignitor used with each motor firing. 
This test series was conducted to support an evaluation of the feasibility 
of SSRM' s for SRB separation and the acceptability of various SSRM orientations. 
The test objectives were: 
1. Determine the vulncrabilib of Orbiter and ET materials located a t  
various positions within exhaust plumes from test SSRM' s using four differelit 
propellant formulations. 
2. Determine the effect on TPS materials from. a single SSRM plume 
and dual SLRM plur.les. 
3. Define test SSRM plume environment at material specimen locations. 
The test was a coordinated effort between NAS..~/MSFC, NASA/JSC, 
Roc:well Intzinationa!, and AEDC. 
The tests were conducted in the AEDC J-4 5igh altitude test facility ht 
pressure conditions simulating the nominal SIiB staging altitude of 4.3 km 
( 140 000 ft). The rocket mo: Jrs were installed a l  the test cell deflector plate 
with the nozzles exhausting upward. Plume impingement targets were located 
a t  two axial locations, 3.4 m and 6 . 2  m ( 134 and 246 in. ) above the nczzl5 
exit, a s  shown in Figure 111-1. The impingement targets, consisting of mate- 
rial specimens, calibration plates, calorimeter probes, and particle collectors, 
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were attached to individual brackets that bolt to a horizcntal I-beam structure. 
The bracket identification for  the various target locations a r e  specified in 
Figure 111- 1. 
F o r  furth2r details concerning the tests, the reader is  referred to 
William F. Richardso~,  EEO1, NASA/MSFC, and Don Dennison, Rochwell 
International, o r  Rockwell International document SD 74-SH-0232. 
Solid Particle Collection Technique 
David W. Jex and Joe C. Birdsong 
Solid particle collection was made using a particle collector screen 
(PCS) filter system. The filter is detailed in Figure III-2. The screen of the 
filter ( i tem 1 in Figure 111-2) was a stainless steel wire mesh with 10 pm 
openings. The flow of gases  and particles was in the direction of the flow 
arrow in the figure. 
The entire particle collector screen fi l ter assembly is  shown in Figure 
111-3. The bracket oriented the assembly and protected the system components 
f rom direct plume impingement. It also helped create  a partial vacuum at  the 
exit end of the assembly to aid the flow through the system. The elbow was 
used to make the filter a s  horizontal a s  possible to keep coliected material from 
dropping out of the system when the positive pressure from ihe plume ceased. 
The 3.81 cm ( 1.5 in. ) pipe oriented the assembly such that o solid particle 
traveling in a straight line from the nozzle would er.,er the assembly normal to 
the sampling orifice. This system was devised snd adapted by Jack F rye  o i  
Rockwell International. 
The proceliclre was to weigh qach component of n PCS, assemble the PCS 
and install i t  just prior to the closing of the chamber. Immediately after the 
test, each PCS was removed and dlsassemt;led. Each component was weighed 
again and then placed in a 1000 ml flask. The flask was filled with ethyl alcohol 
to the 800 ml level which covered all  the components. The flasl; was then 
placed in an ultrasonic cleaner and vibrated for YO min. The components were 
removed and the excess alcohol allowed to evaporate from each piece. They 
were then weighed again. The mass difference before and afler the test a t  the 
identified locations i s  given in Table 111-2. Plots of the mass  data a r c  given in 
Figures 111-4 and 111-5. 
The flas' :ontaining the alcohol anrl particles collected from the assembly 
components was ,,oiled a t  65.6" C ( 150" F )  until 200 to 150 ml remained. The 
solution was then transferred to containers for transportation. 
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Several things were done with the collected solutions: ( 1) c size dis- 
tribution of the solid particles in each solution was plotted similar to the 
procedure outlined for the MSFC tests (section 11); ( 2 )  half of each solution was 
giver1 to Marshall King ( ~ ~ 3 4 )  for analysis; ( 3 )  six specimens of selected 
solutions were sent to Walter C. McCrone for atxilysis using X-ray diffraction 
and electmn microprobe techniques; ( 4 )  several selected specimens were sent 
to David Nichols and Dan Gates for electron microscope photographs and elec- 
tron probe analysis; (5)  selected specimens were sent to Athens College for 
wet chemistry analysis. The results from each of these tests are  presented 
in Subsections C and D which follow, with the exception of data obtained by 
Marshall King. The data obtained by Mr .  King can be obtained and discussed 
with him. 
C. Particle Size Distribution 
Wills Russell and David Jex 
Solid Rocket Motor Plume Impingement T%ts were conducted at AEDC 
during July, AuguLt, and September of 1974. The tests were to sssess the 
clamJgr of plume impingement 9n Shuttle thermal protective surfaces (TPs). 
To assist in this effort the sizes of collected particles in the plume flow were 
me~sured.  
There are two possible levels for particle collection: ( 1) upper level 
[axial distance 624.8  cm (246 in. ) 1 and ( 2)  lower level [axial distance 340.4 
cm ( 134 in. ) I . The axial distance i s  the distance from the rocket motor nozzle 
to the position of the location iiolders. The mzximum number of locations ior 
collecting samples is seven for the upper ;eve1 and four for the lower level. 
This i s  illustrated in Figure 111-6. 
Samples were not taken at all possible locations on each firing. There- 
fore, to identify which locations were sampled on the given test firing. The 
level identifier in the upser ripbt hand of Figure 111-6 is used and a circle 
placed at each location sampled on the designr~tsd t e ~ t  fiv.ing. The width of the 
identifier corresponds to the width of the bar in ?he graphs. The narrower the 
width of the bar,  he closer it is radially to the centerline of the plume. 
There are  locations on the upper level ttlnt are  on o r  close to :. sl-raight 
line drawn from the rocket nozzle through loca t io ,~~  on thc lower ievel. For 
solid particle trajectories, locations that meet this criteria should be com- 
parable in particle size distributions, if sizc and dijtribution are 7ot a function 
of axial distance. Those l o c ~ ~ i o n s  considered comp;trable would be: 
AXIAL 
DISTANCE 
cm (in.) 
TEST FIRING * 
PROPELLANT FORMULATION - 
UPPER LEVEL 0 4 101.6 (0) (40) 
- - 
MOTOR FIRING 
LOWER LEVEL 4 101.6 (40) 152.4 !60) 2032 (80) 254 (100) WIDTH OF BAR 1 CORRFSPONDS TO 
PLUME LuCATION. 
101.6 203.2 304.8 . 406.4 508 609.6 
(120) (160) (200) (240) 
RADIAL DISTANCE, r.m 10: .) 
Figure III-6. Particle size sampling locations. 
TEST FIRING a 1 & 6 
PhOPELLbNT FORMULA1 ION 
SINOLE MOTOR FIRING 
--
In. LII) 
UPPER LEVEL 0 
.rnE LOCATIONS 101.6 
SAMPLED ON THIS 190.5 
TEST ARE CIRCLED 279.4 
361 
Ul9.9 
. . . , . , .  
i ts i 3'5 i 45 6 6s 6 65 ; 7b 8 8 6  e es 10 60 100 1Wmm 
0 
Y 
k Boa C 
2 400 s 
I 5 rn 
loo 
1 1 1  2 2.6 I Iri 4 4 6 Sb 6 #5 7 75 I 85 5 1 W 100 160- 
DIAMETER OF PARTICLES Imwonsl 
Figure m-6. ( ~ ~ n t i : 1 u ~ . 1  1 ) .  

TEST FIRING # 2 
PROPELLANT FORMULITION 3 
D U A L  
-- mrcb:: FIRING 
CII 
LOWER LEVEL (40) THE LOCATIONS 101.6 
(60) SnMQLED ON THIS 152.4 
TEST ARE CIRCLED m3.2 
M 
DIAMETER OF PARTICLES Imiwrmr) 
Figure In-6. ( continued). 
TEST FIRING # 3 
PROPELLANT FORMULATION 6 
SINGLE MOTOR FIRING 
II n in m W E R  LEVEL 0 
l THE LOCATIONS 101.6 
2 
. i . i . i . ; . , .  , 
9 
in. 
M -  TEST ARE CIRCLED 
W 
-I 
w 
a 
2 
s 
a m  
W g 100 
Z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 -5Omm 
DIAWETER OF PART ICLES ~mccrwnl 
Figure 111-6. ( continued). 
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DIAMETER OF PARTICLES (mruonc) 
Figure 111-6. ( concluded). 
Lower Level Locations, cln (in. ) compare to Upper Level Locations, cm (in. ) 
Included in Figure 111-G a r e  data which identify which propellant was 
used and whether it  was a single o r  dual motor firing for the specified test 
firing. 
There were seven firings in all. Data from firing 6 is  incladed in the 
graph for firing 1 since they were the same propellant type and also both were 
single motor firings. 
The size range and :lumber of particles for each location sampled was 
done by Willa Russell using the Bausch and Lomb OMNICON system in 
the Optics and Electro-Optics Branch of Space Sciences Laboratory. The sys- 
tem counted the namber of particles with a diameter between two limits. The 
total number of particles counted wzre from a 2 cm by 2 cm area of the pre- 
pared specimen. Specimens for each loc~t ion  sanpled were prepared identic- 
ally, and the method is  described in Section 11, under particle size analysis. 
The limits were set a t  0.5 pm intervals from 1 (which i s  the lower 
limit of confidence in accuracy for this particular setup) to 10 pm. For 
exsmple, the number of particles whose diameter is  greater than 1 pm but less  
than o r  equal to I. 5 pnl a r e  represent.ed by one bar  height. Therelore, the 
nlamber of particles ( N ) ,  1.0 < Nl < 1.5; 1.5 < N2 < 2.0; 2 . 0  c N3 ( 2 . 5 ;  2 . 5  ' 
N4 < 3.0; etc., a r e  the heights of the bars in the bar graphs. 
id t e r  the 10 pm level was reached, the numbzr of particles whose diam- 
eter is greater than 10 but less than or  ?qua1 to 50 was accumulated. Then the 
number greater than 50 but less than o r  equal to 100 was the terminrting count. 
The ordinate (number of particles) on the bar graph for fir;ng 7 i s  250 
pa~t ic les  per division, a s  compared to 100 particles per division for firings 1 
through 6. 
D. Particle Compositional Analysis 
As stated in Section IIIB, there were three techniques employed to 
determine the composition of the collected particles: 
1. X-ray diffractio-.. 
2. Electron microscope and microprobe techniques. 
3. Wet chemistry. 
The results of each of thebe invest~gations a re  presented in the same 
format a s  that in which the data were supplied by the specific investigator. The 
f i rs t  investigation (x-ray diffraction) was by Walter C. McCrone Associates 
(Mr. Howard ~ u m e c k i )  ;the second investigation (electron microscope and 
microprobe) was by MSFC-ASTR  a avid ~ i c o l a s )  and IvISFC-SSL  a an Gates) ; 
and the third investigntion ( ~ e t  chemistry) W i t s  by Athens College (Ron ~ c ~ u t t ) .  
Each of these investigators received sample specimens t rom the test 
firings. The resulting information reported by the investigatorh is summarizcL 
in Table IU-3. 
1. Particle Compositionai Analysis - Walter C. McCrone Associates 
On September 6, 1974, six sample specimens of particul3te matter irom 
the SRM plume were received from the Marshall Space Flight Centc~:. These 
san~ples were evaluated and it  was determined that they consist ~zirgely of 
magnetite ( F ~ , o ~ )  and varying amounts of qtiar tz and hematite. Aluminum, 
calcium, chlorine, chromium, potassium, manganese, phcsphorus, sulfur and 
titanium were found in so-ne samples, but their molecular structure could not 
be determined. 
a. Analytical Procedures. Samples were zxamined microscopically 
prior to analysis, In addition each sample was analyzed by x-ray diffraction 
and electron microprobe. The microprobe supplied informa tion regarding 
elemental compositicn, and x-ray diffraction defined molecular structure. For 
example: sample 1 was found to contain 12 to 17 percent by weight of iron, by 
electron microprobe, but i t  could not be determined if the iron was present in tbe 
elemental form o r  in c~mbination such a s  an iron silicate. X-ray diffraction 
of the s a n e  sample showed that the iron was largely magnetite ( ~ e ~ 0 ~ ) .  
ORIGINAT, PAGE 
CQ' POOR Q U A L r n  
Every effort was lnnde to prepare homogeneous s:imples representative 
of the entire specimen, :ilthough this proved difficult with specimens 1 and 5 
due to the small sainple available. 
b. Analytical Ilesults. Test rcsults ace presented in Table 111-4. 
Microscopically, 1 and 2 a r e  similar. Ench contained many magnetic particles 
2;) to 40 pm in size. Sample 2 contained some a s  large a s  H O  p n ~ .  h1any sin:ill 
particles less  than 2 pm were present although on a mass basis the large ones 
represent the greatest portion. Since none of the particles were spherical it 
tail be safely said that they never reached their melting temperature of approxi- 
matel:; 65. G o  C ( 1540" I?). 
Samples : and A! consisted of : to 2 pin particles mostly gray-blaclc i n  
color but several orange-brown. 
Sample 5 i s  mostly g~-s~~-blacl.c :lnd similar to sample 2. They a r e  
magnetic :ilso. 
Sample 6 i s  largely orange-brown in reflected light and it was suspected 
they consisted of hematite. However in transmitted lighi they werc entirely 
opaque and at least partly n1:tgnetic. 
c. Discussion. The ~herm:il protective surfaces (TI'S) of the shuttle 
ehicle viere damag.ed' after separation. On ignition, the plunle of the SIiM 
impinges on these surfnces rind it i s  susl)ected the erosion is the resvlt of the 
action of gaseous and../or particular components of this plume. 
Particles coilected during test r~it~s were examined IT light ~nicroscopj. 
and analyzed by electron nlicroprobe ;ind s - r n ~ .  diffraction. I:I all tests, the 
major element found was iron. The iron was largely in the forfa ~f gray-b1:ick 
m:t&netite ( I?c3O4) even i t >  tliose c:lses \!,here the s;implc :il)pe:1retl cbr:inge. 
hIicroscopicai es:imi:iation rc\,cnls the centers a r e  glxy but 11:ive ;I surface 
co:iting cl orange , which i s  clue to Ile~natiic ( ~ e ~ 0 ~ ) .  J-Ietn:ititc i s  ral)idl\. :ind 
c,u:lllti t:itively rcduced to m:i!!:tlntite :it higli tc,lnper:lt~~res i n the presence of 
rcducing agents. It is  c:le:ir Lli:lt henlntitcl present in the fuel u.:is com~)leteiy 
reduced to m:!gnctitc? during coml~~~s l ion ,  then, when the reducing :iimoslherc 
was no longer present, Ihc outcr surfaces osidizcd to hematite again. 
130th Iicm;ltitc ;lnd m:~g:'nctite tnclt I~c.t\vcen 1501) :ind 1600' C. 'I'hc shape 
of these ~):lrticlcs indic:itcs they were nc\'cr exposed to thesc high tcmi)er:iturcs. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QZIAItFI 'Y  
The high silicon, calcium, and aluminum in sample 1 suggests n high 
level of material from ti.e ignitor liner, The magnetic character of this snn~l,lc, 
as uwll a s  the overall gray appearance, indicate exposure ;; a strong reducing 
atmolrphere, 
Sample 2 i s  simiiar in appearance to 1, but contains very little ignitor 
related substances, 
Samples 3 and 4 a r e  almost identica.1: both consist rn~inly of smnil 
( -  2 pm) particles of magnetite. The nigh level of chlorine ( 3  to 7 percent) 
indicales solid chlorides, We do not know where the chromium phosphorus, 
titanium o r  sulfur a re  coming from. Organo-phosphates a re  commonly used i l y  
plasticizers which s:ggests propellant binder a s  the source of phosphorus. Th. 
high level of chromium in 50th 3 and 4 indicates the presence of some compo1,c 
not previously mentioned. It would appear that a chromium or ,ran-chrome 
component is exposed to the plume ( ?ossibly paint w!th a titanium I)igme:~t). 
There is no evidence of metallic flakes; therefore, these erosion products (if 
they a r e  erosion products) a r e  oxidized. 
Sample 5 resembles 2 both in composition and appearance. It is large?\' 
magnetite with small amounts o; the elements fur~nd in :$ and 4, 
Sample 6 i s  mostly iron oxides, but the proportion of hematite greater 
than in the other samples. It resembles samples 3 and 4 In elemental com- 
position except that chlorine is  absent, 
2. Electron Microscope and Microprobe Techniques - ir!3FC 
-- - 
A portion of the filter mesh from filter 26 was remow d aftctr test firing 
4 and it was examined tinder an electron microscope. Several features were 
found. Figures 111-7 and 111-E! show some typical examples of tlre front (surface 
directly exposed to the flow) and ;he back of this piece of stainless s e e 1  mesh. 
The front ~ ~ r f a c e  exhibited small individual particles, clusicrs of p:~rticles, 
and a 3 w s  that look like dried-up mud lakes. 
Some interesting observations concerning each of these ft-~:;r2~ on the 
front curface were that the small individual particles a re  generally riot splrcricnl 
>r elliptical, indicating that they wc. L. not totally mollen at any time. Hswever, 
they a re  smcoth on tile oater sulidces, and several adhering to the mesh show 
~igns  of ''puddling" at t5e interface between particle and mesh. This indica~es 
they have been subjected to high heating and at least the outside layer was mc!len 
at  the time the partictic came in contact with the mesh strands, 


The clusters of particles support the above observation that the outside 
layer of the particles was molten when contact was made. Ho*.vever, i t  does 
not reveal whether this occurred a s  a building process on the mesh a t  that 
location over a period of time o r  if the clusters were formed earlier in the flow 
and contacted the mesh a s  a cluster. 
Examination of the features resembling dried-up mud lakes evidence that 
the material is a coating on the mesh and not a deterioration of the mesh mate- 
rial due to some reaction with another substance. It was also found that the 
long extrusions found on the back side were physically located opposite these 
dried-up mud lake features. This suggests that the substance was molten and 
collected during the actual motor firing when positive pressure could be exerted 
to cause the extrusions to be formed. 
Small individual particles wedged in the mesh on the back surface were 
similar to those on the front surface with the exception that some irregular, 
unsmoothed particles were found that were not evidenced on the front surface. 
As described in Section IIIB (solid particle collection technique) the 
filters slid :..ssociated components were " r ins~d"  in ethyl alcohol and the residue 
collected. A sample of dual motor firings using propellants 1, 3, and 6 were 
analyzed by microprobe techniques (David Nicolas, MSFC-ASTR) . Photographs 
of the area examined a r e  shown in Figure 111-9. Area 1 is  a sample from firing 
5, propellant 1; Jrea 2 is  a sample from fir i l~g 7, propellant 6; and area 3 is a 
sample from firing 2, propellant 3. 
The results a re  shown in Table 111-5. 
3. Wet Chemistry - Athens College 
The samples were examined using the same technique described in 
Section IC entitled "chemical analysis of solid rocket effluents" by Ronald 
McNutt dated January 24, 1974. The results a re  given in Table 111-6. 
E. Effects on Shutt le Windshields 
The data accompanying this report provide a means of assessing the 
loss of visual opportunity through the Space Shuttle windshield due to deposition 
of plume deposits of the booster separation rockets. These data were obtained 
a s  a result of the deployment of passive and active windshield transmittance 
monitors in the 5-4 chamber during the firing of SRM' s. Propellant formula- 
tions 1, 3, and 6 a r e  considered here. 
TEST FIRING 5 
PROPELLANT 1 - DUAL 
LOCATION UPPER LEVEL 185 
T E S T  FIRING I 
PROPELLANT 6 - DUAL 
LOCA1 ION. LOWER LEVEL 40 
T E S T  FIRIFI:; 2 
PROPLLLAFul 3 - DUAL 
LOCATION LOWER LEVEL 80 
Figure 111-9. Photographs of areas examined by electron microprobe 
( David Nicolas, MSFC-ASTR) . 
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The passive samples were cuts of an actual windshield, each 2.54 x 
5.08 cm ( 1 X 2 in. ), and were deployed in various orientations in the 5-4 
facility to delineate the effects of recirculation from direct impingement. The 
optical data reported here correspond to one orientation deemed representative 
for  the actual Shuttle configuration ( ~ i g .  111- 10). Thus a t  least the relative 
merits of various propellant and igniter formulations may be assessed. 
It i s  likely that the spectral range of transmitted light required for  
astronaut use of the windshield wil l  be limited to the visible wavelengths 400 to 
700 nm (4000 to 7000 A ) . To evaluate the effects of plume deposition, how- 
ever, the data a r e  obtained through the near ultraviolet [300 nm (3000 h ) l. 
The transmission loss  a: these wavelengths is generally greater  than in the 
visible range, leading to greater  sensitivity in monitoring relative effects of 
different type propellants. To separate the effects of 5-4 chamber cleanliness 
and recirculation unlikely to occur on the in-flight Shuttle, an active trans- 
mission monitor, the Transmissometer, was also deployed in these tests. I t  
monitors the transmittance on a real-time b$sis of a windshield sample in the 
spectral range 290 to 300 nm (2900 to 3000 4 ). 
The results of the usage of the Transmissometer in all these tests may 
be summarized very briefly. Therz i s  very little ( l e s s  than 5 percent loss  in 
windshield transmittance prior to the rocket firing. A t  these wavelengths and 
a t  these simulated altitudes, the grimy nature of the 5-4 chamber has very 
little effect on windshield viewing capability. After firing there is a consistent 
secondary loss of windshield transmittance of generally 15 percent relative, 
which is most likely due to recirculation in the chamber. This would not be a 
factor in space and thus the transmittance losses  presented here e x ~ e e d  in 
magnitude the losses to be expected by about 15 percent. In other words, a 
50 percent loss  is probably only a 40 to 42 percent loss. 
Knowing the spectral transmittance loss  is a helpful criterion for  eval- 
uating effects of plume impingement, but it is not the whole picture. If the 
plume deposits were homogeneous thin film contaminants, which they a r e  not, 
the resultant effect would be darkening of the Shuttle windshield. However, the 
AEDC tests have shown the windshield deposits to include film deposition, sur- 
face corrosion, and inclusion of particulates (some macroscopic). The latter 
two deposition properties lead to light s c ~ t t e r i n g  ivhich is best evaluated by 
means of more sophisticated optical measurements (e .  g. ,  0. T. F. ) than were 
allowable within the constraints of this program. As a compromise, photographs 
of the windshield samples before and after the rocket firing tests were taken to 
help illustrate effects such as  loss of resolution and image clarity loss. 

Figure 111-11 shows the spectral transmission of a clean shuttle wind- 
shield, showing the rapid loss  toward shorter wavelengths. 
The transn~ission losses  of windshield samples af ter  exposure to firings 
of propellant types i, 3, and 6 a r e  shown in Figures 111-12, 111-13, and III-14. 
What i s  shown here i s  the percent loss in transmission (ATIT) a s  a function 
of wavelength, where A T/T = [ ( T  - T ) / T ~ ]  X 100, To being the original 
0 transmittance. 
Some contradictory resnlts seem apparent in these data which a r e  pre- 
sented with a confidence o r  accuracy of better than 5 percent relative. By 
overlapping these three figures a s  view-graphs, i t  shows the least damage to the 
Shuttle windshields by single firings of propellant types 1 and 6, while the m ~ s t  
damage i s  caused by dual (by implication, multiple) firings of the same type. 
In all cases,  a s  expected, the transmission !oss i s  greater at the shorter wave- 
lengths. On the Shuttle, the astronauts may encounter a 50 percent loss  in 
light level o r  transmission due to firings of the separation motors. Whether 
the damage will continue to increase with firings of more than two motors at  
once i s  not known. The present evidence indicates that the form of the con- 
taminant indicated by the shape of the curves remains similar while the magni- 
tude o r  thickness increases. 
As mentioned previously, the loss of transmission i s  only one feature 
of the effects of plume contamination. The decrease in quality of viewing s s  
evidenced by photographs i s  another indicator. The taking and evaluation of 
these photographs has been a learning process, and it was only for  the fast 
firing (ddal 1) that i t  was shown that oblique viewing gave a better view of the 
effects of the contaminant and corresponds to the limitations of peripheral 
viewing by the astronauts. 
Figure 111- 15 i s  a view of the sample end of the transmissometer after 
the firing on September 24, 1974 (dual 1) over a test grid, indicating the 
. .lmy, cloudy nature of the deposition and its effect on viewing. A clean Sl~uttle 
windshield would be evidenced only by the borders of the wedge-shaped sample 
in view. 
From the same firing, the passive samples provide additions1 qualitative 
inferences. Figure 111-16 shows a passivc sample prior to the firing, while 
Figure 111-17 shows the same sample after the dual 1 firing. The difference i s  
an obvious darkening with some loss of clarity. This sample was theq tilted 
to allow oblique incidence photography and the results a r e  shown in Figures 
111- 18 and 111- 19. In Figure 111- 18 the test grid lines labeled 10 ( 10 lines 'cm) 
a r e  no longer separable (45 degree view), while in Figure 111- 19 (sample at  
80 degrees) the resoltuion is even worse. 




Figure 111-15. Sample end of transmissometer after firing on 
Septer.bek 24, 197% 
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Figures III-20 and III-21 show before and after firing of a single 6. 
Figure 111-2 1 is blotched from mishandling of the negative, but the darkening 
and muddling of the imak. is apparent. 
Figure 111-22 shows results from a dual 6 firing. A dual 6 firing was 
shown previously to lead to the most loss in transmission. Close examination 
of this photograph will reveal considerable masking of the grid, although 
obliquc photos would have shown more clearly the extent of the damage. The 
dark smudges (3)  in the center came from the firing and are gummy in texture. 
Figure IU-23 shows results for type 3 propellant. Figure III-24 shows 
results for a dual 3 firing. Figure III-25 shows results for a dual 3 firing for 
a sample oriented 90 degrees down from the location of the other samples; the 
result is near total opacity. Figure 111-25 shows only the worst that can happen 
and is not representative of damage to be expected on the Space Shuttle. 
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APPENDIX 
DEFINITION OF ACRONYMS 
ET - the external tank associated with the Shuttle launch vehicle. 
SRB - solid rocket boosters used for the Shuttle launch vehicle. 
SSRM - separation solid rocket motors used to separate the solid rocket 
boosters from the orbiter-external tank system after the boosters a re  
no longer in service. 
TPS - thermal protective surfaces used to protect the entire Shuttle system. 
HRSI - high temperature reusable surface insulation: a coating to be 
used on the Space Shuttle orbiter where maximum local teni- 
peratures range from 650 to 2300" F. 
LRSI - low temperature reusable surface insulation: a coating to be 
used on the orbiter where maximum local temperatures are 
below 65 0" F . 
RCC - reinforced carbon-carbon: a material to be used where local 
temperatures exceed 2300" F, specifically on the nose and 
leading edge of the wings of the orbiter. 
SOFI - spray-on foam insulation: an insulating material used on the 
exteric and interior of the external tank. 
SSME - Space Shuttle main engine: the sample that bore this designation, 
was an insulating material made from woven s t . 1 i n . e ~ ~  steel 
strands and proposed for use near the nozzles of the main 
engines of the orbiter. 
SLA - an ablative silicone material proposed for use on the interior 
and exterior of the external tank, 
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